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Abstract
Along with the fast growth of networks and mobile devices, cloud computing has be-
come one of the most attractive and effective technologies and business solutions nowadays.
Increasing numbers of organizations and customers are migrating their businesses and data
to the cloud due to the flexibility and cost-efficiency of cloud systems. Preventing unau-
thorized access of sensitive data in the cloud has been one of the biggest challenges when
designing a secure cloud system, and it strongly relies on the chosen authentication and en-
cryption algorithms for providing authenticity and confidentiality, respectively. This thesis
investigates various aspects of authentication and encryption algorithms for securing cloud
systems, including authenticated encryption modes of operation, block ciphers, password
hashing algorithms, and password-less/two-factor authentication mechanisms.
Improving Authenticated Encryption Modes. The Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) is an
authenticated encryption mode of operation for block ciphers. It has been widely adopted
by many network standards and protocols that protect the security of cloud communica-
tions, such as TLS v1.2, IEEE 802.1AE and IPsec. Iwata et al. recently found a flaw in
GCM’s original proofs for non-96-bit nonce cases, and then presented new security bounds
for GCM. The new bounds imply that the success probabilities of adversaries for attacking
GCM are much larger than the originally expected ones. We propose a simple change to
repair GCM. When applied, it will improve the security bounds by a factor of about 220
while maintaining most of the original proofs.
Analyzing Polynomial-Based Message Authentication Codes. We investigate attacks on
polynomial-based message authentication code (MAC) schemes including the one adopted
in GCM. We demonstrate that constructing successful forgeries of these MAC schemes
does not necessarily require hash collisions. This discovery removes certain restrictions in
the attacks previously proposed by Procter and Cid. Moreover, utilizing a special design of
GCM for processing non-96-bit nonces, we turn these forgery attacks into birthday attacks,
which will significantly increase their success probabilities. Therefore, by considering the
birthday attacks and the security proof flaw found by Iwata et al., cloud system designers
should avoid using GCM with non-96-bit nonces if they do not revise the design of GCM.
Analyzing Block Ciphers. We propose a new framework for analyzing symmetric-key
ciphers by guessing intermediate states to divide ciphers into small components. This
framework is suitable for lightweight ciphers with simple key schedules and block sizes
smaller than key lengths. Using this framework, we design new attacks on the block cipher
family KATAN. These attacks can recover the master keys of 175-round KATAN32, 130-
round KATAN48 and 112-round KATAN64 faster than exhaustive search, and thus reach
v
many more rounds than the existing attacks. We also provide new attacks on 115-round
KATAN32 and 100-round KATAN48 in order to demonstrate that this new kind of attack
can be more time-efficient and memory-efficient than the existing ones.
Designing Password Hashing Algorithms. Securely storing passwords and deriving cryp-
tographic keys from passwords are also crucial for most secure cloud system designs. How-
ever, choices of well-studied password hashing algorithms are extremely limited, as their
security requirements and design principles are different from common cryptographic prim-
itives. We propose two practical password hashing algorithms, Pleco and Plectron.
They are built upon well-understood cryptographic algorithms, and combine the advan-
tages of symmetric-key and asymmetric-key primitives. By employing the Rabin cryptosys-
tem, we prove that the one-wayness of Pleco is at least as strong as the hard problem
of integer factorization. In addition, both password hashing algorithms are designed to be
sequential memory-hard, in order to thwart large-scale password searching using parallel
hardware, such as GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs.
Designing Password-less/Two-Factor Authentication Mechanisms. Motivated by a num-
ber of recent industry initiatives, we propose Loxin, an innovative solution for password-
less authentication for cloud systems and web applications. Loxin aims to improve on
passwords with respect to both usability and security. It utilizes push message services
for mobile devices to initiate authentication transactions based on asymmetric-key cryp-
tography, and enables users to access multiple services by using pre-owned identities, such
as email addresses. In particular, the Loxin server cannot generate users’ authentication
credentials, thereby eliminating the potential risk of credential leakage if the Loxin server
gets compromised. Furthermore, Loxin is fully compatible with existing password-based
authentication systems, and thus can serve as a two-factor authentication mechanism.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cloud computing has quickly gained its popularity over traditional software and hardware
models over the last decade. While companies and customers are moving their data and
businesses to the cloud, people raise more and more concerns about the security and privacy
of cloud systems. Protecting customers’ data and businesses in the cloud is vital to all cloud
system designers and service providers. Our work in this thesis aims to provide insights
into authentication and encryption algorithms used in cloud systems.
In this chapter, Section 1.1 briefly introduces cloud systems. Section 1.2 gives the
background knowledge about various kinds of authentication and encryption algorithms
for securing cloud systems. Subsequently, our motivations and related work are discussed
in Section 1.3. Finally, our contributions are summarized in Section 1.4.
1.1 A Brief Introduction to Cloud Systems
Along with the advances of network technologies and mobile devices, nowadays organiza-
tions and users tend to outsource their computation and storage needs to various cloud
services. The vendors of cloud services or cloud systems can provide more cost-efficient
and scalable resources than traditional systems due to resource pooling and economies of
scale.
The major resources that cloud systems may provide include:
Computation. Customers may outsource their computation-intensive tasks to vendors.
For example, by a similar cost one may choose to rent one hundred cloud servers to
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finish a task in one hour, rather than use a single server that continuously runs the
same task for one hundred hours.
Storage. Vendors provide on-demand capacities for file storage and databases that can
be accessed by customers from anywhere.
Network. Customers need to deliver contents to end users reliably and quickly. Such
services include content delivery networks (CDNs) that cache data on hundreds of
global servers and deliver the data to users from the nearest location, and push
message services that provide channels for sending messages to mobile device users.
The term cloud computing has been defined by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) as “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applica-
tions, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction” [87]. As in the description given by NIST, cloud sys-
tems provide many benefits compared with traditional on-premise systems, such as:
Scalability. Computation, storage and network capacities can be provisioned in real time
as requested, and they can easily scale up or scale down when requirements change.
Consequently, customers can avoid guessing capacities and purchasing physical ma-
chines beforehand that usually end up with limited capacities or idle resources.
Low-cost. The customers of cloud systems can benefit from lower cost per unit for re-
sources compared with traditional systems, because the usage from thousands of cus-
tomers may be aggregated to achieve economies of scale. Furthermore, on-demand
cloud systems usually run in a pay-as-you-go model, and thus customers only need
to pay for the resources they have used.
Reliability. Computational tasks and data storage can be allocated across different re-
gions or even different vendors in order to provide high availabilities, since customers’
overall businesses will not be affected if an unforeseen incident like power outage hap-
pens in one location.
Accessibility. The resources in cloud systems are commonly accessible from anywhere as
long as the Internet is available. Customers usually connect to cloud systems through
thin-client software like web browsers or via web-based application programming
interfaces (APIs).
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Although cloud computing is a promising technical and business solution, it did not
originate from the emergence of a specific new technology. Cloud systems are powered by
the combination of advances of pre-existing technologies, such as high-capacity disk stor-
age, high-speed networks, powerful processors, and especially virtualization technologies.
Resources are pooled together and virtualized in order to improve utilization and provide
a unified interface to customers. A single machine may serve its resources to multiple
customers, while customers’ resources may also spread over different servers. However,
different customers should be isolated from each other, and every customer sees requested
resources as a whole and does not need to care about the underlying implementations,
due to the advanced virtualization technologies. By different levels of virtualization, cloud
systems are mainly delivered in the following three models.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) allows customers to request and assemble the ba-
sic units of virtualized computation, storage, and network capacities, and then run
arbitrary operating systems and software on them. Customers have flexible control
over operating systems, software, and allocated resources, but they may need more
human-power to customize and manage their services. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) [6] and Google Compute Engine (GCE) [56] are two examples of IaaS.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provides pre-configured environments that customers can
deploy their applications to. The environments are designed for specific programming
languages and databases, and customers use tools provided by vendors to deploy ap-
plications and adjust environment settings. Although customers have limited control
over underlying resources and environments, they release the heavy burden of main-
taining operating systems and infrastructures to vendors, and can focus on their core
businesses. The examples of PaaS include Google App Engine (GAE) [55] and AWS
Elastic Beanstalk [7].
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) directly presents the software of a specific use case, such
as accounting, collaboration, management, and analysis to end users. In this case,
vendors control all the underlying software and hardware, and customers access the
provided software via web-based interfaces or certain thin clients. Two examples of
SaaS are Google Apps for Work [57] and Salesforce Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) solutions [108].
Figure 1.1 gives an illustration of the different architectures of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, where
PaaS might be built upon IaaS, and SaaS may be based on PaaS.
3
Figure 2-4 illustrates the relevant technologies.
FIGURE 2-4. Architecture for relevant technologies
Cloud access devices
The range of access devices for the cloud has expanded in recent years. Home PCs, enterprise
PCs, network computers, mobile phone devices, custom handheld devices, and custom static
devices (including refrigerators) are all online. Interestingly, the growth of the iPhone and the
proliferation of applications available from its App Store illustrate an improvement in terms of
access to the cloud. This greater access is resulting in greater use and growth of services within
the cloud. For example, you can now use Skype through the iPhone, thus bringing this
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Figure 1.1: Architectures of different models of cloud systems [82].
4
1.2 Authentication and Encryption for Cloud Systems
Despite the attractive features provided by cloud systems, 74% of IT executives do not
intend to migrate their infrastructures or services to cloud systems due to security concerns,
according to the surveys [73, 118]. Customers will certainly raise concerns about the privacy
and data security of cloud systems, because their data and computation results are stored
on shared cloud servers, and may be transmitted through open network connections [103].
In this section, we describe certain critical components in secure cloud systems, such as
storage/communication encryption and authentication as well as entity authentication.
1.2.1 Fundamental Security Definitions
In order to build a secure cloud system, similar as other information systems, it requires
many important security properties including but not limited to:
Confidentiality implies that only intended parties can read the protected information.
Information leakage is an example of violating confidentiality. Data stored in and
transmitted to cloud systems may be encrypted to protect confidentiality.
Authenticity refers to that messages, transactions, and documents are assured to be
genuine, i.e., created by claimed parties and unaltered by someone else. Please note
that authenticity automatically implies integrity, where integrity means that data
has not been modified in an unauthorized manner.
Availability means that data should be available when it is needed. Availability is vital
in cloud systems since customers’ businesses may depend on data stored on external
cloud servers. For example, Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks specifically attempt to
affect availability.
This thesis focuses on the confidentiality and authenticity of cloud systems, which are
commonly protected by encryption and authentication algorithms, respectively.
1.2.2 Authentication and Encryption for Cloud Communications
and Storage
In cloud systems, a large portion of customers’ data may be stored and kept by cloud
system providers. Customers also need to transfer data back and forth with cloud systems
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Figure 1.2: Encryption process of stream ciphers.
through the Internet. Therefore, protecting the authenticity and confidentiality of the data
in cloud storage and communications is extremely important.
Before sent to the cloud, data can be obscured (i.e., encrypted) by various encryption
algorithms (also known as ciphers), e.g., the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [39] or
Triple-DES [112], such that only the parities sharing the secret decryption keys can recover
the original data. AES and Tripple-DES are both symmetric-key ciphers, i.e., encryption
keys are the same as decryption keys, and message senders and receivers have to share
the same keys in order to perform decryption. For asymmetric-key ciphers, encryption
and decryptions keys are different. Asymmetric-key algorithms are also called public-key
algorithms, since one of the two keys is usually public.
The encrypted data can also be transmitted or saved along with a message authenti-
cation code (MAC) tag that is computed based on the data and a secret authentication
key. Consequently, adversaries, without knowing the authentication key, cannot easily
create a valid MAC tag mapping to altered data. Legitimate customers can later recom-
pute the MAC tag to verify the integrity and authenticity of the received/retrieved data.
CBC-MAC [17] and HMAC [77] are both algorithms for computing MAC tags.
As an example, the popular protocol Transport Layer Security (TLS) [40], commonly
used for protecting communications for cloud services, employs various ciphers and MAC
algorithms to encrypt and authenticate data.
Stream Ciphers and Block Ciphers
There are two major types of symmetric-key cipher designs: stream ciphers that produce
(binary) pseudorandom streams (or sequences) to mask plaintexts, and block ciphers that
take fixed-length blocks of plaintexts as input and output ciphertext blocks with the same
length.
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Stream ciphers are usually built on feedback shift registers (FSRs). Stream ciphers first
initialize by mixing a master key and an initial vector (IV), then output a pseudorandom
sequence, and finally XOR (exclusive-or) the sequence with the plaintext to perform en-
cryption. The master keys are the credentials that should be kept securely, and IVs are
(public) random numbers that make the output sequences unique. The encryption process
of stream ciphers is illustrated in Figure 1.2. For a fixed secret key, the IV should be
changed if the stream cipher algorithm is used to generate a new sequence for encryption.
If the IV is repeated, the output stream will be the same as before, and thus may leak in-
formation about plaintexts by XORing two streams of ciphertexts together. Two examples
of stream ciphers are RC4 [76] and Salsa20 [22].
Block ciphers are designed from another point of view. They only take plaintext blocks
with fixed lengths, and output ciphertexts with the same lengths as plaintexts. Block
ciphers should be designed to be invertible, i.e., permutations, such that a ciphertext can
be unambiguously converted back to its corresponding plaintext. For a plaintext longer
than the input size of a block cipher (i.e., block size), the plaintext has to be segmented
into blocks in order to be encrypted. The model of block ciphers is given in Figure 1.3.
AES and Triple-DES are both block ciphers.
Block ciphers alone cannot be used to perfectly protect confidentiality, because plaintext
blocks with the same content will produce an identical encrypted block. Consequently, a
long ciphertext will reveal certain patterns/distributions of the plaintext. Therefore, block
ciphers are usually required to be used with modes of operation, such as the CTR [80] and
CBC [16] modes, in order to secure long messages. Especially, block ciphers used with some
authenticated encryption modes of operation, e.g., the CCM [49] and GCM [85] modes, can
produce MAC tags along with ciphertexts. This is convenient and efficient for practical
applications.
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Figure 1.4: Encryption process of block ciphers with the CTR mode.
Modes of Operation for Block Ciphers
There are many popular choices for modes of operation, such as the CTR, CBC, CFB and
OFB modes [91]. Here we explain only the CTR (counter) mode as a simple example. The
operation of the CTR mode is similar to stream ciphers, i.e., generating a pseudorandom
stream and XORing the stream with plaintexts for encryption. The encryption process
of block ciphers with the CTR mode is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where pi and ci denote
plaintexts and ciphertexts, respectively. The counters ctri are generated from a given initial
counter ctr0 by using an incrementing function. The incrementing function can be applied
to either a whole block or a portion of the counter, and the standard incrementing function
is simply a modular increment-by-one operation, i.e., x+ 1 mod 2m, where m denotes the
number of bits (i.e., bit-length) of the counter portion [48].
The CTR mode can be combined with other MAC algorithms to compute MAC tags
when performing encryption. For example, the authenticated encryption mode CCM is
a combination of the CTR mode and the CBC-MAC algorithm that provide encryption
and authentication, respectively. The Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) is another mode of
operation designed based on the CTR mode [104], which possesses many excellent features.
GCM is an authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD) mode for block ciphers,
which means it will produce a MAC tag simultaneously with the encryption result, and
especially the MAC tag can also protect the authenticity of a piece of public information
associated with the plaintext (i.e., associated data), e.g., the headers of TCP or IP packets.
The computations of GCM can be done in parallel (unlike CCM), and only small portions
need to be recomputed if one block of input is changed. GCM is included in NSA Suite B
Cryptography [92], and has been widely adopted by many standards and protocols, such
as TLS v1.2 [40], IEEE 802.1AE [63] and IPsec [119]. A detailed description of GCM is
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given in Section 2.1.1.
Attack Goals and Models for Ciphers and Modes of Operation
The attack goals and models that we discuss here are based on Kerckhoffs’ principle: The
detailed specifications of authentication and encryption algorithms are open to public, and
systems’ confidentiality and authenticity depend only on the used secret keys that should
be randomly chosen. We believe such open designs are more secure and reliable than
private ones, because potential weaknesses would be quickly discovered and fixed by the
public audience once the algorithm is open to the public in its initial design phase. For a
private security algorithm, it would be painful to recover losses if the algorithm is found
flawed in production environments. There are various private encryption algorithms that
got quickly broken after their detailed designs were leaked, such as A5/1 used in the GSM
networks [26], and GMR-1/GMR-2 used for satellite phones’ encryption [45].
To attack an encryption algorithm, adversaries’ goals may include one of the following:
Plaintext recovery. A (part of) plaintext is recovered from a specific ciphertext.
Key recovery. If adversaries obtain the used secret key, they can easily decrypt cipher-
texts to get plaintexts.
To attack an authentication algorithm, except recovering secret keys, adversaries may
attempt to achieve:
MAC forgery. Adversaries construct at least one valid message-tag pair that are not pro-
duced by legitimate users, where the message is the input (except the authentication
key) to the authentication algorithm, e.g., associated data and/or ciphertexts for
GCM. This is also called existential forgery.
Adversaries can obviously search through the whole space of potential secret keys, plain-
texts, or MAC tags, and perform certain simple verification, in order to identify the cor-
rect/valid one. This is called brute-force search or exhaustive search. Therefore, for any
encryption or authentication algorithm, its key space must be large enough such that ex-
haustive search of secret keys is computationally infeasible, e.g., 2128 possible choices. The
space of plaintexts or MAC tags should also be large enough, depending on different ap-
plication scenarios. In addition, encryption and authentication algorithms should not have
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any serious weaknesses that allow adversaries to recover plaintexts/keys or forge MAC tags
faster than exhaustive search.
For analyzing authentication and encryption algorithms, researchers usually use the
following well-defined attack models. Each of them stands for a specific level of the capa-
bilities of attackers.
Known-ciphertext attacks. Adversaries only have certain knowledge of existing cipher-
texts. For example, encrypted messages are wiretapped by adversaries, but adver-
saries do not know their corresponding plaintexts. From the known ciphertexts,
adversaries may try to recover secret keys or plaintexts.
Known-plaintext or known-message attacks. Adversaries have obtained certain ex-
isting plaintext-ciphertext or message-tag pairs, and use such information to compute
the secret keys, recover plaintexts from new ciphertexts, or forge MAC tags.
Chosen-plaintext or chosen-message attacks. Adversaries can choose or manipulate
the input to the encryption or authentication algorithm. For example, attackers are
able to instruct legitimate users to transmit specific messages and then eavesdrop
the encrypted messages, which is considered to be a common attack scenario. The
differential attacks on the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [25] are chosen-plaintext
attacks.
Chosen-ciphertext attacks. Adversaries instruct legitimate users to faithfully decrypt
any ciphertexts queried by adversaries. In this case, the attack goal is to decrypt
other ciphertexts that have not been directly queried.
The above four attack models are listed in the order from the weakest to the strongest.
Therefore, for an encryption algorithm, resisting known-ciphertext attacks is the basic
requirement, while resisting chosen-ciphertext attacks is the strongest criterion.
There are many other attack models such as distinguishing attacks, related-key attacks
and side-channel attacks. Distinguishing attacks aim to find certain non-random behaviors
of the algorithms. Related-key attacks target the situations that several master keys used
in encryption or authentication algorithms are related, e.g., having a linear relationship.
Side-channel attacks are more practical and assume attackers can get physical information
such as power consumption, timing, or electrical leakage from circuits. Adversaries could
certainly utilize such information for practical attacks. Several other attack models and
methods have been discussed in [121, 127].
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1.2.3 Entity Authentication for Cloud Systems
As described by Bellare and Rogaway in [18], entity authentication is the procedure em-
ployed in a distributed system by a communication party to confirm the claimed identity
of (i.e., authenticate) another party. Entity authentication is extremely important in cloud
systems, because in the communications of distributed cloud systems, service providers
need to ensure that their customers must not be impersonated by any attackers on the
Internet, in order to guarantee the security of customers’ data and resources.
One of the most common methods for performing entity authentication is to ask cus-
tomers to provide a credential, e.g., a password, and then service providers can compare
the credential with the one stored in their databases. During the entity authentication
process, e.g., logging in to a web-based cloud service, service providers may require a sec-
ond piece of information customers possess, such as a passcode dynamically generated by
an RSA SecurID [106] token, which is called two-factor authentication.
Password-Based Authentication
Password-based authentication has been widely deployed in practice due to its simplicity
and efficiency. Typically, a user pre-shares a password with a cloud service provider. When
the user wants to authenticate himself/herself to the cloud service provider, he/she sends
the shared password to the service provider for verification, and the service provider simply
compares the received password with the one stored in the database for confirmation. There
are two fundamental concerns with this simple password-based authentication mechanism:
1) Users routinely pick low-entropy passwords which are particularly subject to dictionary
attacks or brute-force search [35]; 2) A device or server storing a large number of passwords
is constantly a target for attackers, and how to store passwords securely and minimize
damages if the device or server has been breached is non-trivial.
As an effective countermeasure, all passwords should be obscured together with user-
specific high-entropy data (i.e., salts) by applying a computation/memory-heavy one-way
function, namely password hashing, before storing them in the device or server. During
the process of entity authentication, the password submitted by the user is processed by
the same password hashing algorithm again and then the hashing result (i.e., hash tag)
is compared with the one stored in the database. In this way, even if hash tags and
salts are leaked to attackers, they cannot simply recover users’ password by exhaustive
search or checking pre-computed look-up tables. In addition, the computation/memory-
heavy property would make it more economically difficult for attackers to build efficient
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hardware for searching passwords, and thus thwart brute-force attacks to a certain degree.
Examples of password hashing algorithms include PBKDF2 [70] and bcrypt [101].
Another important use case of password hashing algorithms is serving as key derivation
functions (KDFs). KDFs are pseudorandom functions that are used to derive cryptographic
keys from certain master or long-term credentials such as passwords. One of the reasons
why we need KDFs is that the master credentials like passwords are usually alphanumeric
combinations, but cryptographic keys require random, fix-length binary strings. The other
reason is that passwords may have low entropies and are vulnerable to brute-force search,
so they need to be processed by KDFs for security enhancement [72]. In the setting of
cloud systems, customers may first generate a secret key by applying a password hashing
algorithm to their passwords, and then use the secret key to encrypt and authenticate their
data before sending it to cloud service providers.
Two-Factor Authentication
To further enhance the security of password-based authentication, a promising solution is
to deploy a technology called two-factor, second-factor or multi-factor authentication, in
which a user is required to provide additional authentication information besides passwords.
The second piece of information may be what customers possess such as magnetic banking
cards or USB tokens with built-in credentials, or certain biological information such as
fingerprints or iris scans. The adoption of two-factor mechanisms makes it more difficult
for attackers to bypass the entity authentication of cloud systems, because even if attackers
could guess a customer’s password correctly, they still need to acquire the specific second
piece of information for authentication.
One of the popular two-factor solutions in cloud systems is to require a short passcode
generated by a physical token such as RSA SecurID or a software application as Google
Authenticator [64]. The technical background of RSA SecurID and Google Authenticator
is that the hardware token or software application shares a high-entropy credential with
its corresponding authentication server, and a passcode is dynamically generated by ap-
plying a pseudorandom sequence generator to the credential together with certain timing
information, e.g., the passcode is regenerated every minute.
Attack Goals and Models for Entity Authentication
The goals of adversaries to attack entity authentication mechanisms include:
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Impersonation. An adversary convinces a communication partner of a fake identity
claimed by the adversary. For example, a malicious user Mallory tries to convince
Bob that she is Alice and wants to access Alice’s files.
Key (password or credential) recovery is also a goal for adversaries, because if adver-
saries obtain any passwords or master credentials used for entity authentication, they may
be able to impersonate the customers relying on the specific passwords or credentials, by
executing the entity authentication protocols or mechanisms as the customers.
There are many attack models relevant to entity authentication mechanisms, including:
Replay attacks. An adversary, say Mallory, first eavesdrops and records communications
between two parties, Alice and Bob, in a distributed system. When Mallory performs
entity authentication with Bob, Mallory resends Alice’s old messages to Bob, and lets
Bob think that he is actually communicating with Alice.
Man-in-the-middle attacks. A node in the middle of a communication channel between
Alice and Bob, e.g., a router or an Internet service provider (ISP), does not behave
as a trusted message forwarder, and fakes/alters messages sent between Alice and
Bob, but still lets Alice and Bob think they are communicating to each other.
Generally speaking, communication messages in entity authentication mechanisms should
be protected by certain encryption and authentication algorithms or protocols, e.g., TLS,
in order to avoid leaking sensitive information to attackers for performing replay attacks
and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Another method to help us defeat replay attacks is that messages communicated in an
entity authentication mechanism or protocol should contain some freshness, e.g., a unique
sequence number or an accurate time stamp. In this way, it will be detected if adversaries
simply retransmit existing messages.
1.2.4 Relationships among Authentication and Encryption Algo-
rithms
Although the authentication and encryption algorithms we have discussed in previous sec-
tions serve for their own design purposes, their applications in cloud systems may be closely
related. Here we summarize the relationships among block ciphers, modes of operation,
password hashing algorithms, and two-factor authentication mechanisms.
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Figure 1.5: Relationships among authentication and encryption algorithms.
1. Block ciphers need to be used with modes of operation, e.g., CTR and CBC, to
encrypt long messages, or with authenticated encryption modes of operation, e.g.,
CCM and GCM, to perform encryption and authentication simultaneously.
2. Cryptographic keys for block ciphers and modes of operation may need to be com-
puted by using password hashing algorithms, e.g., PBKDF2 and bcrypt.
3. Two-factor authentication methods can be used to enhance the security of password-
based entity authentication that relies on password hashing algorithms.
4. Block ciphers and modes of operation may be needed in entity authentication proto-
cols in order to encrypt and authenticate passwords or two-factor information trans-
mitted via the Internet.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the relationships described above, where arrows are numbered ac-
cordingly and each arrow denotes a “being needed by” relationship, e.g., the arrow between
“block ciphers” and “modes of operation” means that modes of operation are needed when
we use block ciphers.
1.3 Related Work and Our Motivations
How to protect the security of cloud systems, e.g., preventing customers’ data from unau-
thorized access by adversaries, is one of the fundamental and important problems of cloud
system designs, and it highly depends on the security levels of underlying algorithms
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protecting confidentiality and authenticity. However, in practice, system designers and
software developers may have restrained time and resources to learn and understand the
detailed designs and principles of sophisticated cryptographic algorithms or protocols, and
may make poor decisions in their system developments and put customers’ data in dan-
ger. Therefore, bridging the gap between academic research and practical applications is
a very important task for researchers. In this thesis, we attempt to analyze and design
authentication and encryption algorithms for communication/data security and entity au-
thentication, in order to present simple and secure choices to cloud system designers and
developers.
1.3.1 Attacks on Authenticated Encryption Modes
The design of GCM is based on the CTR mode for encryption and a polynomial-based
MAC scheme for authentication. Due to the important role of GCM in TLS v1.2, IEEE
802.1AE and IPsec, the security of GCM has been assessed by many researchers [51, 60, 69].
Particularly, Iwata et al. found a flaw in GCM’s original security proofs [68], which
implies the actual security bounds of GCM about authenticity and confidentiality should
be much larger than the desired ones if non-96-bit nonces (IVs) are used. This drastically
limits the potential application scenarios of GCM.
Moreover, the algebraic structure of GCM’s underlying polynomial-based MAC scheme
has been analyzed by Saarinen [107], Procter and Cid [100] recently. The polynomial-based
design is also the basis for several other authentication algorithms, such as Poly1305 [20]
and SGCM [107]. Procter and Cid have investigated MAC forgery attacks on these MAC
schemes and revealed that almost all subsets of authentication keys for these polynomial-
based MAC schemes are weak key classes.
Under such circumstances, further investigation on the security bounds of GCM and
MAC forgeries of these polynomial-based MAC schemes would be very important for ap-
plications of GCM and future designs of authenticated encryption algorithms.
1.3.2 Meet-in-the-Middle Attacks on Block Ciphers
Meet-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks were first introduced by Diffie and Hellman for the
cryptanalysis of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [41]. The MITM technique is a
generic method to analyze the high-level structures of cryptographic algorithms. The main
idea of MITM attacks is that if the target algorithm can be decomposed into two small
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parts and the computation of each part only involves a portion of the master key, then we
can investigate the security level of each part separately and finally combine the results
from both sides. Since evaluating two smaller segments usually requires much less work, the
overall time complexity to analyze the complete algorithm could be decreased dramatically.
Several successful variants of MITM attacks have been developed recently, including
biclique attacks [27, 74] that form the first single-key attacks on the full-round block ciphers
AES and IDEA [78], and splice-and-cut attacks that construct the pre-images of MD5 [110],
SHA-0 and SHA-1 [8]. In addition, the papers [36, 43] present a new idea of guessing one
internal state of block ciphers and applying MITM attacks to the portions of the ciphers,
although their attacks only succeed in improving the memory and data complexities, but
not the time complexity, of the previous work in [65].
On the other hand, many new block cipher designs have been proposed recently, in
order to provide more efficient solutions than the widely used AES without compro-
mising overall security levels. For example, the KATAN/KTANTAN families of block ci-
phers [33], a lightweight stream cipher WG-7 [81], and the authenticated encryption algo-
rithm Hummingbird-2 [50] are devised specifically for constrained environments. The block
cipher PRINTcipher [75] is designed to be compact enough for integrated circuit printing.
A 64-bit version block cipher, LED [59], is proposed based on the structure of AES, which
has similar security evaluation but smaller implementation footprints.
Security evaluation of these new lightweight encryption algorithms, potentially by using
the MITM-based approaches, is a very important task for researchers.
1.3.3 Constrained Choices of Password Hashing Designs
Although password hashing is the foundation of many real-world security systems and
services, there are only limited proposals of password hashing algorithms that are well
studied and widely adopted. This is due to the uncommon and demanding requirements of
password hashing designs, e.g., they should be heavyweight in computation and/or memory
usage [72, 98], which is an opposite goal for most cryptographic designs.
PBKDF2, a key derivation function designed and standardized by RSA Laboratories,
has been the subject of extensive research and still remains the best conservative choice.
PBKDF2 is a conventional design that mainly relies on iterating a pseudorandom function
(usually HMAC-SHA1) a certain number of times. However, the iterative design leads
to quite unaggressive usage of memory, which makes large-scale and parallel searching
possible [47].
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bcrypt is designed by Provos and Mazières [101], based on the block cipher Blowfish [111]
with a purposefully expensive key schedule. Due to the adaptive iteration count that can
be increased to make it slower, bcrypt could remain resistant to brute-force search attacks
even with vast increases in computing power. Like PBKDF2, bcrypt works in-place in
memory and performs poorly towards thwarting attacks using dedicated hardware.
scrypt, designed by Percival [98], is a proposal which not only offers stronger security
from a theoretical point of view than the other two but also allows users to configure
the amount of space in memory required to efficiently complete the algorithm. The cus-
tomizable memory requirement makes it difficult for attackers to build large-scale searching
circuits for scrypt, e.g., using graphics processing units (GPUs), field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). scrypt has been se-
lected as the underlying proof-of-work function for many cryptocurrencies, e.g., Litecoin [3]
and Dogecoin [2]. However, the design of scrypt is complicated and might be error-prone
to be implemented by software developers, since it involves many cryptographic primitives
such as HMAC, SHA256, PBKDF2 and Salsa20/8 [22], and certain internal structures like
ROMix and BlockMix.
If we could design a password hashing algorithm that is provably secure against common
attacks, and also requires certain (adjustable) amount of memory for efficient computations,
but is simpler to be implemented than the design of scrypt, it would be an attractive and
useful option to be adopted by practical password-based authentication systems.
1.3.4 Quest to Enhance or Replace Passwords
With the advances of cloud services and web applications, people are likely to have more
than ten accounts for social networks, email accounts, shopping websites, and various other
cloud services, all with different passwords and security policies. Memorizing all passwords
is both difficult and inconvenient, so people often end up with using simple passwords, or
constantly forgetting the least frequently used ones.
One approach to reduce users’ burden for holding multiple passwords for different cloud
services is to employ an Internet-scale identity system that defines standardized mecha-
nisms enabling the identity attributes of users to be shared among web applications and
cloud services. A number of technologies and standards such as OpenID [96] and OAuth [61]
have emerged to deliver an Internet-scale identity system during the past few years. But
such methods like OpenID and OAuth require users to enter password and log in to a cen-
tral account even if users are using a public or untrusted device, which may leak users’
passwords to keyloggers or malware.
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It would be very useful if we could find an innovative way of accessing cloud services,
which neither involves memorizing passwords, nor adds layers of complexity for users. Bon-
neau et al. recently presented a comprehensive evaluation [30] for two decades of proposals
to replace text passwords for general-purpose user authentication on the Internet. Their
evaluation results have demonstrated the difficulty of replacing passwords and highlighted
the research challenges towards designing a password-less authentication scheme.
1.4 Outline and Main Contributions
Chapter 2 provides a practical method, i.e., changing the counter incrementing function
of the CTR mode from the modular addition to a simple operation in the finite
field, in order to avoid the security proof flaw discovered by Iwata et al. and repair
GCM. By applying this method, the security bounds of GCM can be improved by a
factor of about 220. We also give security proofs for the revised mode of operation,
named LGCM. Two implementation alternatives of LGCM are discussed for thwart-
ing timing-based side-channel attacks. Preliminary results of this chapter have been
published in our paper [128].
Chapter 3 analyzes MAC forgery attacks and weak key classes of polynomial-based MAC
algorithms including the one used in GCM, based on the recent work of Saarinen,
Procter and Cid. We reveal (and demonstrate by practical examples) that hash col-
lisions are not necessarily required for forgeries of GCM-like polynomial-based MAC
schemes, and polynomials with non-zero constant terms can be used for the attacks.
These remove certain restrictions of MAC forgery attacks proposed by Procter and
Cid. Based on the discoveries on MAC forgeries, we show that all non-singleton sub-
sets (i.e., with more than one element) of authentication keys are weak key classes, if
the final masking by block ciphers is computed additively. This is an extension to the
previous analysis result of Procter and Cid. Furthermore, based on a special struc-
ture of GCM, we show how to turn these forgery attacks into birthday-bound-based
attacks by querying the encryption oracle instead of the verification or decryption
oracle. This can significantly increase success probabilities and avoid certain coun-
termeasures. At last, we indicate that even if GCM is changed to the MAC-then-Enc
paradigm to make it more difficult for adversaries to attack MAC schemes, which is
one of the options mentioned in [100], our MAC forgery attacks can still work. The
content of this chapter has also appeared in our paper [128].
Chapter 4 investigates a new cryptanalysis method in depth: Firstly ciphers are divided
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into consecutive sub-ciphers by guessing certain intermediate states, then MITM
attacks are applied to these sub-ciphers separately, and finally results are brought
together to eliminate wrong secret keys. We apply this multidimensional approach
to the KATAN block cipher family, and obtain the best cryptanalysis results so far.
Our new attacks can recover the master keys of 175-round KATAN32, 130-round
KATAN48, and 112-round KATAN64 faster than exhaustive search, and thus have
reached many more rounds than the existing attacks. New attacks on 115-round
KATAN32 and 100-round KATAN48 are also proposed in order to show that this new
kind of attacks can be more efficient than the existing ones. This work has been
published in our paper [126].
Chapter 5 proposes two novel password hashing algorithms, Pleco and Plectron,
based upon several well-studied cryptographic structures and primitives. The nov-
elty in the designs of Pleco and Plectron is the combination of symmetric-key and
asymmetric-key algorithms that offers a twofold benefit: 1) Since the tools to crypt-
analyzing asymmetric-key algorithms are quite different from those for symmetric-key
ones, the composition of symmetric-key and asymmetric-key components will make
cryptanalysis much harder. The basic idea is analogous to the designs of ARX (ad-
ditions, rotations and XORs) based cryptographic primitives [13, 22, 93] and the
block cipher IDEA [78], in which different operations are alternatively applied; 2)
The asymmetric-key components not only make our scheme provably secure (the
one-wayness of Pleco is as strong as the hard problem of integer factorization),
but also enable server-specific computational shortcuts as a result of faster expo-
nentiation via the Chinese Remainder Theorem when factors of moduli are known
by legitimate users. In addition to describing the Pleco and Plectron designs
in great detail, we theoretically prove their security with respect to one-wayness
and collision resistance. Pleco and Plectron are also designed to be sequential
memory-hard to thwart brute-force attacks using dedicated hardware. Our work on
these two password hashing designs has been published in [123]. Interested readers
may refer to [125] for our latest progress.
Chapter 6 presents the design of Loxin, an innovative framework for password-less cloud
authentication systems. After an initial registration process, Loxin enables a user
to access multiple cloud services or web applications with only a few taps on his/her
mobile devices. This salient feature comes from the adoption of asymmetric-key, i.e.,
public-key, cryptosystems and cloud-based push message services. Different from
most existing cloud login/authentication solutions, the servers of Loxin are not able
to generate users’ credentials. Therefore, even if a Loxin server is compromised, the
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attacker cannot impersonate a user in order to access cloud services. As a potential
application, we have followed the Loxin security framework to build a password-less
mobile payment solution for tackling the MintChip Challenge [89]. The main content
of this chapter has published in our paper [124].
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and suggests potential topics for future research.
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Chapter 2
Repairing the Galois/Counter Mode of
Operation
This chapter investigates the provable security of the Galois/Counter Mode (GCM). As we
have mentioned in Section 1.2.2, GCM has been adopted by many security standards and
protocols for protecting cloud communications and storage. First, Section 2.1 describes
the detailed design of GCM along with the security proof flaw discovered by Iwata et al.
Next, a simple operation over the finite field is introduced in Section 2.2, followed by our
method for repairing GCM described in Section 2.3. After that, Section 2.4 presents the
methods of implementing the revised GCM for preventing side-channel attacks based on
timing information. The last section summarizes the chapter.
2.1 Preliminaries
Following the paper [68], we use the following notations throughout this chapter.
• || concatenates two bit-strings, e.g., s1||s2.
• strn(x) denotes the n-bit binary representation of the integer x, where the leftmost
bits are interpreted as the most significant bits (MSB).
• int(s) returns the integer converted from the bit-string s.
• 0l denotes a bit-string consisting of l-bit 0’s, where t ≥ 0. 00 means an empty string.
Particularly, 0311 denotes the concatenation of 031 with one 1.
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• len(s) returns the bit-length of s.
• msbn(s) represents the leftmost n bits of s.
• lsbn(s) is the rightmost n bits of s.
• |S| denotes the cardinality of a set S.
The function inc(s), where len(s) = 128, is defined as
inc(s) = msb96(s)||str32(int(lsb32(s)) + 1 mod 232),
and incn denotes applying inc for n times.
2.1.1 Introduction to the Galois/Counter Mode
As we have mentioned in Section 1.2.2, GCM is an authenticated encryption with associated
data (AEAD) scheme. GCM adopts the CTR mode for encryption, and a polynomial-based
algorithm for message authentication. For simplicity, we concentrate on the version of GCM
using 128-bit block ciphers, which is the major use case proposed in its specification [85].
For ciphers with other block sizes, our calculations can be easily adjusted. The finite field
F2128 adopted in GCM uses the generating polynomial 1 + x+ x2 + x7 + x128.
Before describing GCM in detail, we first introduce a polynomial-based hash function
GHASHH(·, ·), where H is a secret authentication key. Assume w and v are two bit-strings,
where len(w) = 128(n1 − 1) + m1 and len(v) = 128(n2 − 1) + m2, 1 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 128, and
n1, n2 ≥ 0. If w is a non-empty bit-string, we segment w into w = w1||w2|| · · · ||wn1 , where
len(wi) = 128 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 − 1, and len(wn1) = m1. If w is an empty bit-string, we
define w = w0 = 00. Similarly, if v is not 00, v is segmented into v = v1||v2|| · · · ||vn2 , where
len(vi) = 128 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n2 − 1, and len(vn2) = m2; if v is an empty string, v is defined to
be v = v0 = 00. We also give the following notation,
Bi =

wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 − 1,
wi||0128−m1 for i = n1,
vi−n1 for n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + n2 − 1,
vi−n1||0128−m2 for i = n1 + n2,
str64(len(w))||str64(len(v)) for i = n1 + n2 + 1.
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The computation of GHASHH(·, ·) is defined as
GHASHH(w, v) =
n1+n2+1∑
i=1
BiH
n1+n2+2−i, (2.1)
where the operations in the equation (2.1) are defined over the finite field F2128 . Particularly,
we define
GHASHH(s) = GHASHH(00, s),
i.e., the first parameter is an empty bit-string.
The authenticated encryption of GCM requires four bit-string inputs,
• a nonce N ,
• a master key K,
• a plaintext P , and
• an associated data A,
and then produces a pair (C, T ), where
• C is the ciphertext with the same length as P , and
• T is a t-bit authentication tag, where 0 < t ≤ 128.
The authenticated decryption algorithm takes N , K, A, C and T as input, and returns P
if T is a valid MAC tag according to N , K, A and C, or FAIL if T is invalid.
The lengths of these variables should meet the following requirements [86]:
0 ≤ len(N) ≤ 264,
0 ≤ len(A) ≤ 264, and
0 ≤ len(P ) ≤ 128(232 − 2).
We use EK(x) to denote the block cipher encryption with the master key K. Suppose
len(P ) = 128(n − 1) + m, where n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ m ≤ 128. If P is a non-empty string,
we segment P into a sequence of message blocks P1||P2|| · · · ||Pn, where len(Pi) = 128 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and len(Pn) = m. If P is an empty string, we define P = P0 = 00.
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Algorithm 2.1 ([86]). The steps of the authenticated encryption process of GCM are
described as follows,
H = EK(0
128),
N0 =
{
N ||0311 if len(N) = 96,
GHASHH(N) if len(N) 6= 96,
Ni = inc(Ni−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Ci = Pi ⊕ EK(Ni) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
Cn = Pn ⊕msbm(EK(Nn))
C = C1||C2|| · · · ||Cn,
and the authentication tag T is computed by GMAC defined as
T = GMACH,t(A,C) = msbt(GHASHH(A,C)⊕ EK(N0)). (2.2)
GCM follows the Enc-then-MAC (EtM) paradigm, i.e., computing authentication tags
from ciphertexts. The whole authenticated encryption process of GCM is illustrated in
Figure 2.1, where the plaintext consists of two blocks, the associated data has only one
block, incr is the counter incrementing function, and multH denotes multiplying by H in
the finite field.
One important requirement when using GCM is that nonces must be distinct. Once a
nonce is reused, the counter numbers Ni used in the CTR mode of encryption will be the
same, and thus XORing two ciphertexts will eliminate the key stream and get information
about plaintexts. Another reason of forbidding nonce reuse is explained in Joux’s forbidden
attack [69], i.e., the same nonces will result in an identical EK(N0) used in the equation (2.2)
and we can construct an equation in terms of H over the finite field, which may be easily
solved, by XORing two authentication tags. However, nonces do not have to be chosen
randomly. In practice, nonces can be implemented by certain simple methods, such as
using incrementing counters or timestamps.
2.1.2 Attack Models and Security Definitions
For GCM with a fixed (but unknown) master key K, adversaries are given two oracles,
encryption oracle and decryption oracle. Adversaries can feed (N,A, P ) to the encryption
oracle to get (C, T ). If adversaries query the decryption oracle with (N,A,C, T ), the
decryption oracle will return P if T passes verification, or FAIL otherwise. Adversaries
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GCM 2.3 Encryption
 
E
Counter 1
Plaintext 1
Ciphertext 1
E
Counter 2
Plaintext 2
Ciphertext 2
incr
K K
mult H mult H
Auth Data 1
mult H
len(A) || len(C)
Auth Tag
mult H
E
Counter 0 incr
K
Figure 1: The authenticated encryption operation. For simplicity, a case with only a single block of 
additional authenticated data (labeledAuthData 1) and two blocks of plaintext is shown. Here EK 
denotes the block cipher encryption using the key K, multH denotes multiplication in GF (2128) 
by the hash key H , and incr denotes the counter increment function. 
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the authenticated encryption process of GCM [85].
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are assumed to be nonce-respecting, i.e., no repeating nonces are queried to the encryption
oracle, which is not allowed in the GCM or CTR mode.
If adversaries target only MAC schemes, they can be given two oracles, authentication
oracle and verification oracle. The authentication oracle produces T for queried (N,A,C);
while the verification oracle returns FAIL if T is not valid for (N,A,C), or returns PASS
otherwise.
In the setting of GCM or GMAC, if the goal of adversaries is to constructMAC forgeries,
adversaries attempt to create a valid authentication tag T for (N,A,C), which has not been
queried directly to the encryption oracle or the authentication oracle.
The security of GCM is characterized by privacy advantage and authenticity advantage
of adversaries [68, 86]. Here we present the definitions of privacy and authenticity advan-
tages given in [68]. Let K be the key space for a block cipher E, and GCM be written as
GCM[E, t] that takes E and a tag length t as parameters. For a given block cipher E, we
define a GCM encryption oracle GCM-EK that takes (N,A, P ) and returns (C, T ), and a
GCM decryption oracle GCM-DK that takes (N,A,C) and returns P or FAIL, where K
is the secret key in use. We also define a random-bit oracle $ that takes (N,A, P ) and
returns random bits (C, T ) $← {0, 1}len(P )+t, where t is the tag length.
Definition 2.1 (Privacy Advantage [68]). Assuming an adversary A is nonce-respecting,
we define the privacy advantage of A attacking GCM as
AdvprivGCM[E,t](A)
def
= Pr[K
$← K : AGCM-EK ⇒ 1]− Pr[A$ ⇒ 1].
Definition 2.2 (Authenticity Advantage [68]). Assuming an adversary A is nonce-respecting
when querying the encryption oracle GCM-EK, we define the authenticity advantage of A
attacking GCM as
AdvauthGCM[E,t](A) def= Pr[K $← K : AGCM-EK ,GCM-DK forges].
2.1.3 A Flaw in the Security Proofs of the Galois/Counter Mode
Iwata et al. have discovered a flaw [68] in the security proofs of GCM given by McGrew
and Viega in [86], where the core issue originates from the assumption that the following
equation
incr1(GHASHH(N (a))) = incr2(GHASHH(N (b))) (2.3)
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has at most lN + 1 solutions for any given r1, r2, and two nonces N (a) and N (b), where
0 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 232− 2, N (a) 6= N (b), and lN is the maximum number of blocks for nonces, i.e.,
lN + 1 is the maximum degree of GHASHH(N (a)) and GHASHH(N (b)) in terms of H.
However, Iwata et al. discovered that inc may be translated to multiple distinct forms
in the finite field, such that the equation (2.3) may have many more solutions than the
desired lN + 1, as described in the following result.
Result 2.1 ([68]). For a randomly chosen H, the probability for the equation (2.3) to hold
is at most
222(lN + 1)
2128
.
Furthermore, for n queries to the encryption oracle with the nonces N (i)’s, where 1 ≤
i ≤ n, the probability of having a collision on counter numbers, i.e., N (a)r1 = N (b)r2 for certain
r1, r2, a and b, is at most
222(n− 1)(σ + n)(lN + 1)
2128
, (2.4)
where 0 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 232 − 2, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ n, the total length of plaintexts is at most σ blocks,
lN is the maximum number of blocks for nonces, and N (a) and N (b) are the corresponding
nonces for the counter numbers N (a)r1 and N
(b)
r2 respectively.
Iwata et al. have also given new security bounds for privacy and authenticity advantages
of GCM as follows, where the block cipher E is treated as a pseudorandom permutation
PRP that takes 128-bit blocks as input and also generates 128 bits as output.
Result 2.2 ([68]). For any adversary A that makes at most q encryption queries and q′
decryption queries, where the total length of plaintexts is at most σ blocks, and lN , lA are
the maximum numbers of blocks for nonces and inputs, respectively, we have
AdvprivGCM[PRP,t](A) ≤
0.5(σ + q + 1)2
2128
+
222q(σ + q)(lN + 1)
2128
, (2.5)
and
AdvauthGCM[PRP,t](A) ≤
0.5(σ + q + q′ + 1)2
2128
+
222(q + q′ + 1)(σ + q)(lN + 1)
2128
+
q′(lA + 1)
2t
.
(2.6)
The values of the equations (2.5) and (2.6) are generally dominated by their second
terms, since they have a large constant 222 that does not exist in GCM’s original (flawed)
security proofs.
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2.2 A Simple Operation over the Finite Field
Since the flaw of GCM’s security proofs originates from the operation inc as explained in
the previous section, we aim to replace the functionality of inc in the GCM mode with
another operation in the finite field.
Consider w · x, where w is a primitive element of F2n . It is clear that the outputs of
w · x consist of two cycles, namely (0) and (1, w, . . . , w2n−2). To combine these two cycles
into one, we define a new function Lw as
Lw(x) =

w · x if x = wi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 3,
0 if x = w2n−2,
1 if x = 0.
(2.7)
The following theorem is important for our discussions in this chapter.
Theorem 2.1. Let F2n be a finite field, w be a primitive element of F2n, rmax be an integer,
where 0 ≤ rmax ≤ 2n − 1, and Lw(x) be a mapping over F2n defined as the function (2.7).
Given any two mappings f(x), g(x) over F2n that satisfy
• f(0) = 0 and g(0) = 0, and
• wsf(x) + g(x) is not the zero polynomial for any s, where 0 ≤ s ≤ rmax,
then we have
max
0≤r≤rmax
|{x ∈ F2n | Lrw(f(x)) + g(x) = 0}| ≤ 4d,
where d = max{deg(f), deg(g)}.
Proof. Now we consider the number of solutions of the equation
Lrw(f(x)) + g(x) = 0 (2.8)
for a given r, where 0 ≤ r ≤ rmax ≤ 2n − 1 and f(x), g(x) satisfy the properties given in
the theorem. We divide the solutions into several cases below. For an element y ∈ F2n :
(i) If f(y) = 0 and Lrw(f(y)) = 0, we must have that g(y) = 0 such that (2.8) holds. We
denote the set of such y by Ψ1;
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(ii) If f(y) = 0 and Lrw(f(y)) 6= 0, then it is not difficult to check that Lrw(f(y)) = wr−1,
and thus g(y) = wr−1 such that (2.8) holds. Let us denote the set of such y by Ψ2;
(iii) If f(y) 6= 0 and Lrw(f(y)) = 0, then from (2.8) we must have g(y) = 0. These
elements y are denoted by Ψ3;
(iv) If f(y) 6= 0 and Lrw(f(y)) 6= 0, assume f(y) = wr1 and Lrw(f(y)) = wr2 , where
0 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 2n − 2, and then:
(iv.a) If r1 ≤ r2, then (2.8) leads to g(y) = Lrw(f(y)) = wrf(y). Denote such elements
by a subset Ψ4;
(iv.b) If r1 > r2, similarly we have g(y) = wr−1f(y) and denote such elements by Ψ5.
There is no difficulty to see that the solution set Ψ of (2.8) is the union of Ψi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5;
and Ψi’s are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, we have that
|Ψ| = |Ψ1|+ |Ψ2|+ · · ·+ |Ψ5|.
Firstly, assume g(x) is not the zero polynomial. It is easy to see that both Ψ1 and Ψ3
are disjoint subsets of G = {x ∈ F2n | g(x) = 0}, so we have
|Ψ| ≤ |Ψ2|+ |Ψ4|+ |Ψ5|+ |G|.
Let us consider the size of each set individually. Here we utilize the simple fact that the size
of a solution set is at most the degree of one of its defining polynomials, if the polynomial
is not the zero polynomial.
• g(x)+wr−1 is not the zero polynomial since the constant term of g(x) is zero. There-
fore, |Ψ2| is safely less than or equal to the degree of the equation g(x) = wr−1.
• |Ψ4| is less than or equal to the degree of g(x) = wrf(x), since g(x) + wrf(x) is
apparently not the zero polynomial due to the properties defined in the theorem.
• |Ψ5| is less than or equal to the degree of g(x) = wr−1f(x). Similar as wrf(x) + g(x),
wr−1f(x) + g(x) is not the zero polynomial.
• |G| is less than or equal to the degree of g(x) = 0.
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Therefore, |Ψ| = |Ψ2|+ |Ψ4|+ |Ψ5|+ |G| ≤ 4d.
Secondly, if g(x) is the zero polynomial, then f(x) will not also be the zero polynomial
since under such circumstance wsf(x) + g(x) would always be zero for any s. It is clear
that Φi = ∅ for i = 2, 4, 5 if g(x) = 0, and then in this case
|Ψ| = |Ψ1|+ |Ψ3|.
Similarly as above, we consider each individual set.
• |Ψ1| is less than or equal to the degree of f(x) = 0.
• If f(y) 6= 0 and Lrw(f(y)) = 0, then f(y) = w2n−2 due to the definition of Lw(x).
Because f(x)’s constant term is zero, f(x) +w2n−2 must not be the zero polynomial,
and then |Ψ3| is less than or equal to the degree of f(x) = w2n−2.
In sum, in this case, |Ψ| = |Ψ1|+ |Ψ3| ≤ 2d.
We complete the proof.
2.3 Repairing the Galois/Counter Mode and Its Secu-
rity Bounds
Larger security bounds for the advantages of adversaries than the original ones imply that
adversaries will have higher bounds on probabilities of recovering plaintexts or constructing
MAC forgeries. Therefore, it will be useful if we can repair the design of GCM and tighten
its security bounds. Here we propose a revision of GCM such that the large constant 222
in the equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be reduced to 22.
It is known that the detailed design of the counter incrementing function of the CTR
mode is not important as long as counter numbers are produced uniquely [84]. If the under-
lying block cipher is ideal, i.e., treated as a pseudorandom permutation PRP, PRP(Lrw(s))
is indistinguishable from PRP(incr(s)). Therefore, the CTR mode encryption in GCM,
without considering the initial counter generation methods, will have the same security
properties as GCM’s original design if inc is replaced by Lw.
We propose the following revised design of GCM.
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Algorithm 2.2. The steps of the authenticated encryption process of the revised GCM,
denoted by LGCM, are as follows,
H = EK(0
128),
N0 = GHASHH(N),
Ni = L
i
w(N0) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Ci = Pi ⊕ EK(Ni) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
Cn = Pn ⊕msbm(EK(Nn)),
C = C1||C2|| · · · ||Cn,
T = GMACH,t(A,C),
where the notations are the same as the ones used in Algorithm 2.1, and
len(N) = const (2.9)
for a predefined non-negative integer, const.
Please note that nonces are always processed by GHASH regardless of nonces’ lengths,
for simplicity of security proofs.
Based on Theorem 2.1, we can have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Randomly choosing an authentication key H, the probability of having
Lr1w (GHASHH(N1)) = L
r2
w (GHASHH(N2)) (2.10)
is no more than 4(lN + 1)/2128 for any given r1, r2, N1 and N2, where 0 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 232− 2,
lN is the maximum number of blocks for nonces, N1 6= N2, and len(N1) = len(N2).
Proof. Since N1 6= N2 and len(N1) = len(N2), the nonces N1 and N2 cannot both be the
empty string, which implies len(N1) = len(N2) > 0.
Without loss of generality, we assume r2 ≤ r1. The equation (2.10) is equivalent to
Lr1−r2w (GHASHH(N1)) = GHASHH(N2). (2.11)
The maximum degree of the polynomials GHASHH(N1) and GHASHH(N2) in terms of H
is lN + 1.
Recall that GHASHH(N) is a polynomial of H with zero constant term. We denote such
a polynomial as GN(x) = GHASHx(N) for a given N , and thus GN(0) = GHASH0(N) = 0
for any N . Therefore, GN1(0) = 0 and GN2(0) = 0.
Let w be a primitive element in the finite field. wsGN1(x)+GN2(x) = wsGHASHx(N1)+
GHASHx(N2) is not the zero polynomial, for any given s where 0 ≤ s ≤ 232 − 2, because:
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(i) If s = 0, GN1(x) +GN2(x) is apparently not the zero polynomial, since N1 6= N2.
(ii) Recall that the coefficient of the term x in the polynomial GN(x) = GHASHx(N)
is int(064||str64(len(N))) = len(N). If 1 ≤ s ≤ 232 − 2, wsGN1(x) + GN2(x) will not
become the zero polynomial, since wslen(N1) 6= len(N1) = len(N2), and XORing
wslen(N1) and len(N2) forms the coefficient of the term x in wsGN1(x) +GN2(x).
By applying Theorem 2.1, we know the probability for the equation (2.11) to hold is at
most 4(lN + 1)/2128 for a randomly chosen H.
We define LGCM[E, t] similarly as GCM[E, t] in Section 2.1.2. LGCM[E, t] takes E
and a tag length t as parameters. Now we can give the security bounds of LGCM as
follows.
Theorem 2.2. For any adversary A that makes at most q encryption queries and q′
decryption queries, where the total length of plaintexts is at most σ blocks, and lN , lA are
the maximum numbers of blocks for nonces and inputs, respectively, we have
AdvprivLGCM[PRP,t](A) ≤
0.5(σ + q + 1)2
2128
+
4q(σ + q)(lN + 1)
2128
, (2.12)
and
AdvauthLGCM[PRP,t](A) ≤
0.5(σ + q + q′ + 1)2
2128
+
4(q + q′ + 1)(σ + q)(lN + 1)
2128
+
q′(lA + 1)
2t
.
(2.13)
Proof. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 in [68] can be carried over, if we use Lemma 2.1 in
this chapter to replace the original probability statement of counter number collisions.
Some remarks on the equation (2.9) in Algorithm 2.2 are given as follows. In order to
obtain the above results of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, the equation (2.9) is actually not a
necessary condition. We only need to restrict the choices of nonces such that wsf(x)+g(x)
does not become a zero polynomial. For example, a practical application may require the
value of a nonce block, e.g., the rightmost or last block, to be a fixed non-zero value, so
wsf(x) will not match other valid nonces. The other, slightly flexible, method is that
the choices of nonces must satisfy both: 1) By writing len(N) = 128i + j, where i, j are
non-negative integers and j < 128, j is unique for every possible i; 2) The left most block
of each nonce is non-zero. There might be many other less restricted conditions than the
equation (2.9), but (2.9) should be one of the simplest to be implemented in practice.
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We also want to make a note here that it might be possible to directly adopt w · x
instead of Lw(x) to generate counter numbers since the probability for GHASH to output
zero is low, but the security proofs for GCM may require to be largely rewritten and new
bounds might have different formats as the existing ones.
2.4 Implementations against Timing-Based Side-Channel
Attacks
The function (2.7) has vulnerabilities for timing-based side-channel attacks since its com-
putations will have inconsistent times for different inputs. To minimize such effects, we
may use the following equations to replace (2.7) in practical implementations.
y = w · x,
Lw(x) =

1 if y = 0,
0 if y = 1,
y otherwise.
(2.14)
Alternatively, Lw(x) can be written as
Lw(x) = w · x+ y(x), where
y(x) =
{
1 if x = 0 or x = w2n−2,
0 otherwise.
(2.15)
The equations (2.14) and (2.15) would have closer computational time costs for different
branches than the equation (2.7).
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have revisited the provable security of GCM, and provided a practical
method to fix GCM with non-96-bit nonces, in order to avoid the flaw of security proofs
discovered by Iwata et al. This method can improve the overall security bounds of GCM
by a factor of about 220. We have also presented security proofs for the revised mode of
operation, namely LGCM, and alternative implementations of LGCM that are useful for
thwarting timing-based side-channel attacks.
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Due to the important role of GCM in various encryption and authentication protocols,
such as TLS v1.2, IEEE 802.1AE and IPsec, we recommend that GCM is only used with
96-bit nonces. For instance, a variant of GCM has been introduced by Aoki and Yasuda
in [9], which only accepts a fixed-length nonce. Our revised design LGCM is recommended
if certain application scenarios prefer using non-96-bit nonces. In the current standard
about GCM used in TLS [34], a portion of the nonce is generated by applying HMAC to
certain handshake information. It is applicable to choose session-specific non-repeating
data in TLS, including the handshake information, as the nonce used for LGCM.
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Chapter 3
Forgery Attacks and Weak Keys of
Polynomial-Based MAC Algorithms
This chapter analyzes polynomial-based MAC algorithms. As we have described in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, the MAC algorithm used in GCM is a polynomial-based design. Firstly, Sec-
tion 3.1 gives the background knowledge about several existing attacks on polynomial-
based MAC algorithms. Secondly, Section 3.2 presents our improved forgery attacks on
polynomial-based MAC schemes, and Section 3.3 studies the weak key classes of GCM-
like MAC schemes. Section 3.4 shows how to turn these forgery attacks on GCM into
birthday attacks to improve their success probabilities. The attacks on a revised version
of GCM in the MAC-then-Enc paradigm are discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, the last
section summarizes this chapter.
3.1 Preliminaries
This section gives the background knowledge about polynomial-based MAC algorithms
and describes several existing attacks on them. Notations in this chapter follow the ones
defined in Section 2.1.
For simplicity, in the context of GCM, the associated data A, the plaintext P and the
ciphertext C are considered to be multiples of 128 bits, and the nonce N to be a multiple
of 128 bits if N is not 96-bit, such that all inputs do not need to be padded. If not stated
explicitly, A is regarded as an empty bit-string.
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Furthermore, following the notation in [100], the indices of input blocks are reversed,
e.g., P = Pn||Pn−1|| · · · ||P1 instead of P = P1||P2|| · · · ||Pn, for convenience of polynomial
representations.
3.1.1 Polynomial-Based MAC Algorithms
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) is an authenti-
cated encryption with associated data (AEAD) mode, which is adopted in many important
cryptographic schemes and protocols. The designs of GMAC and GHASH in GCM are based
on the evaluation hash [115].
Let F be a finite field of characteristic 2, H ∈ F be the authentication key, and M =
Mm||Mm−1|| · · · ||M1 be a message to be authenticated, whereMi ∈ F. Define a polynomial
gM(x) ∈ F[x] as
gM(x) =
m∑
i=1
Mix
i.
Then the function hH(M) = gM(H) is called the evaluation hash. The hash function
outputs are masked by block cipher encryptions to produce the authentication tags, in the
ways such as EK(N)⊕ hH(M) and EK(hH(M)). Poly1305 [20], and the MAC schemes in
GCM and SGCM [107] are all within this framework.
3.1.2 Existing Attacks on Polynomial-Based MAC Algorithms
Procter and Cid have studied the weak key classes and forgery attacks of polynomial-
based MAC schemes, including the one used in GCM [100]. They have provided a more
general model upon Saarinen’s cycling attack [107]. We summarize the main observation
by Procter and Cid in [100] as follows. We include a short proof of their result, as it is the
fundamental for our discussions in the subsequent sections.
Result 3.1 ([100]). With the same notations as the ones in Section 3.1.1, if there exists
a polynomial f(x) ∈ F[x] without a constant term, such that f(H) = 0, then forgeries of
MAC schemes based on the evaluation hash hH(x) can be made by using f(x).
Proof. Assume
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
Fix
i,
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and F = Fn||Fn−1|| · · · ||F1. Given a message M , we have
hH(M ⊕ F ) = gM⊕F (H) = gM(H)⊕ f(H) = gM(H) = hH(M),
where the shorter one ofM and F inM⊕F is left-padded with zeros. We obtain a collision
on the evaluation hash, and thus a forgery of the MAC scheme.
If GCM is the attack target, after obtaining a valid tuple (N,C, T ) by eavesdropping or
active querying, adversaries query the verification oracle about (N,C⊕F, T ). If the result
is not FAIL, then a valid MAC is forged. Please note that the polynomial f(x) always has
x as its factor, and is in the ideal 〈x2 ⊕Hx〉 of the polynomial ring F[x].
For an unknown H, the success probability of MAC forgeries is directly related to the
choice of f(x). Procter and Cid have proposed three ways to select f(x): (1) The first
way is to use f(x) = x
∏
i(x ⊕Hi) to involve as many Hi as desired; (2) The second way
is based on irreducible factors of x2128 ⊕ x, which includes Saarinen’s cycling attack as a
special case; (3) The third is just using random polynomials.
Moreover, based on these analyses, Procter and Cid point out that almost any subset of
the authentication key space of these polynomial-based MAC schemes is a weak key class.
Analysis of a cryptographic algorithm’s weak keys is a very important assessment.
Handschuh and Preneel have given a theoretical definition of weak keys for symmetric-
key cryptosystems in [60]: “A class of keys is called weak if for members of the class the
algorithm behaves in an unexpected way and if it is easy to detect whether a particular key
belongs to this class.” For example, for a MAC algorithm, the unexpected behavior may
be that MAC forgeries can be made in a very high probability. Moreover, to determine
whether a key is in the class K, the number of queries has to be fewer than the exhaustive
search’s, i.e., |K|.
Result 3.2 ([100]). Let H be a subset of the authentication key space of the MAC scheme
based on the evaluation hash. If |H| ≥ 2 and 0 ∈ H, or |H| ≥ 3, then H is weak.
Proof. If |H| ≥ 2 and 0 ∈ H, one query forged by f(x) = x∏i(x ⊕ Hi) can be fed into
the verification oracle, where Hi ∈ H. To further determine whether 0 is in the set H, two
queries by distinct f(x) ∈ 〈x2 ⊕Hx〉 have to be made, so all elements in a subset |H| ≥ 3
can be detected by using two queries.
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3.2 New Forgery Attacks on Polynomial-Based MAC
Algorithms
The MAC forgery attacks proposed by Procter and Cid are constructed upon hash colli-
sions, and one of the attacks’ restrictions is that the chosen polynomial f(x) should always
have x as a factor, or equivalently do not have a constant term. We demonstrate below
how to create MAC forgeries not based on hash collisions, and without the zero constant
term restriction.
For the MAC schemes as in GCM and SGCM, whose final masking by block ciphers is
computed additively, we give the following theorem, where the notations are the same as
above.
Theorem 3.1. Given any polynomial q(x) ∈ F[x] such that q(H) = 0, for the evaluation
hash based MAC scheme T = hH(M)⊕EK(N), a MAC forgery can be constructed by using
q(x).
Proof. Let q(x) = q∗(x)⊕Q0, where the Q0 is the constant term, and Q∗ be the concate-
nation of other coefficients as Qn||Qn−1|| · · · ||Q1. Since q(H) = 0, we have
T = hH(M)⊕ Ek(N) = hH(M)⊕ Ek(N)⊕ q(H),
which implies
T ⊕Q0 = hH(M)⊕ q∗(H)⊕ Ek(N)
= gM(H)⊕ q∗(H)⊕ Ek(N)
= gM⊕Q∗(H)⊕ Ek(N).
This means if we know a polynomial q(x) such that q(H) = 0, we can XOR coefficients of
q(x)’s non-constant terms with the captured message, to obtain a valid tuple as (N,M ⊕
Q∗, T ⊕Q0), if the authentication tag T is computed as hH(M)⊕ Ek(N).
Please note that the method in the above proof does not rely on a hash collision, and
the constant term Q0 is not required to be zero. We also want to mention that Theorem 3.1
leads us to an extension to the original analysis of Procter and Cid on weak key classes,
which is discussed in the next section.
A practical attack example on GCM with AES-128 and 128-bit authentication tags,
by using the method in Theorem 3.1 (along with a length extension technique), is given
as follows. The associated data A is always considered as empty. We use the same rep-
resentations as the test vectors in GCM’s specification [85], e.g., 1 in F2128 is represented
as
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80000000000000000000000000000000,
and longer strings will written in multiple lines.
We take the following values for the authenticated encryption of GCM. The lengths of
P and C are 128 bits, i.e., one block.
K 71eebc49c8fb773b2224eaff3ad68714
N 07e961e67784011f72faafd95b0eb640
89c8de15ad685ec57e63d56e679d3e20
2b18b75fcbbec3185ffc41653bc2ac4a
e6ae8be8c85636f353a9d19a86100d0b
P 705da82292143d2c949dc4ba014f6396
H d27430c121f14d4ddfecb38acaffec53
C 251ccc6d2c45540cac4fde8b1e36802d
T be2da05993fbde00421c1d8eaaaea373
Suppose we have a subset of authentication keys H = {H1, H2, H3}, whose values are as
follows.
H1 d27430c121f14d4ddfecb38acaffec53
H2 00000000000000000000000000000001
H3 00000000000000000000000000000002
By constructing the polynomial
q(x) =
3∑
i=0
Qix
i =
3∏
i=1
(x⊕Hi),
we can get the values for Qi’s.
Q3 80000000000000000000000000000000
Q2 d27430c121f14d4ddfecb38acaffec50
Q1 c488aa211ab5dccec9c440bc33fc47b3
Q0 5bb5716dc4b4687a06f15f10d62613ee
Please note q(x) is a polynomial with a non-zero constant term, i.e., Q0 6= 0.
Then compute α = (1 ⊕ 2)/Q0 = 7ef05dd871ead7e7f8e79d7d9343a170, such that
α · Q1 ⊕ 1 will match the length of new message, i.e., 2. Construct the new ciphertext
C ′ = (α ·Q3)||(C ⊕ α ·Q2), and the authentication tag T ′ = T ⊕ α ·Q0.
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C ′ 7ef05dd871ead7e7f8e79d7d9343a170
7ccbd8dbfca54d785f5662d48c7eef81
T ′ 8b53b318750a2e948459b204e47629b4
(N,C ′, T ′) passes the verification, and thus we complete a MAC forgery with length
extension by using a polynomial with a non-zero constant term.
For the sake of completeness, we also give the following theorem, which works for both
EK(N)⊕ hH(M) and EK(hH(M)).
Theorem 3.2. Given any polynomial q(x) ∈ F[x] such that q(H) = 0, a forgery can be
made on the MAC schemes based on the evaluation hash, by using α(x)q(x), where α(x)
is a polynomial without a constant term.
Proof. Since q(H) = 0, we have α(H)q(H) = 0. Because α(0) = 0, α(0)q(0) = 0. There-
fore, we can apply the same method in Result 3.1 to construct hash collisions and thus
MAC forgeries.
Theorem 3.2 can be seen as covered by the analysis of Procter and Cid, since α(x)q(x)
is still in the ideal 〈x2⊕Hx〉. However, Theorem 3.2 is insufficient to deduce Theorem 3.3,
which is supported by Theorem 3.1, in the next section about weak key classes.
3.3 All Non-singleton Subsets of Keys are Weak
To detect whether an authentication key H is in a subset H of the key space, the number
of queries should be less than |H|. If |H| = 2, only one query can be made, and thus
whether the key in use is zero cannot be determined by using polynomials in 〈x2 ⊕Hx〉,
since it will need at least two queries. However, based on the analysis of Theorem 3.1, we
may use polynomials in 〈x ⊕ H〉 instead of 〈x2 ⊕ Hx〉 to make one query and determine
whether the authentication key is in H.
Theorem 3.3. For an evaluation hash based MAC scheme, T = EK(N) ⊕ hH(M), if
given a valid tuple (N,M, T ), then making one query to the verification oracle is enough
to determine whether the authentication key H ∈ F in use is in a subset of keys H =
{H1, H2, · · · , Hn} ⊆ F.
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Proof. First define a polynomial
q(x) =
n∑
i=0
Qix
i =
n∏
i=1
(x⊕Hi),
where Qi ∈ F for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Let M ′ = M ⊕ Q∗ and T ′ = T ⊕ Q0 with zero left-padding
for shorter strings, where Q∗ = Qn||Qn−1|| · · · ||Q1. Query the verification oracle with the
tuple (N,M ′, T ′). If the verification oracle does not return FAIL, the authentication key
H in use is known to be in H. H is not in H if FAIL is returned.
It is easy to see H is in H if and only if (N,M ′, T ′) passes. If H is in H, then
q(H) = 0, and thus (N,M ′, T ′) is valid. On the other hand, the validity of (N,M ′, T ′)
implies q(H) = 0, so H must be a root of q(x) = 0, which is among all the elements of
H.
The steps in Theorem 3.3 are similar to those in [100], except the absence of the steps
to determine whether 0 is in H.
Based on Theorem 3.3, we have the following corollary about weak key classes.
Corollary 3.1. For an evaluation hash based MAC scheme as T = EK(N)⊕ hH(M), any
subset, H, of its authentication key space is weak if |H| ≥ 2.
Proof. Due to Theorem 3.3, after obtaining a valid tuple (N,M, T ) by passive eavesdrop-
ping, whether the authentication key H in use is in the subset H can be determined by
only one query, which is efficient compared with the size of the subset, i.e., 1 < |H|.
Moreover, once H is known to be in the subset H, H is a solution for q(x) = ∏ni=1(x⊕
Hi) = 0, where Hi’s are all elements of H. Then the polynomial α(x)q(x) with an arbitrary
non-zero α(x) can be used to construct more MAC forgeries.
3.4 New Birthday-Bound-Based MAC Forgery Attacks
on GCM
The original forgery attacks on polynomial-based MAC schemes, including our attacks
described in Section 3.2, target algebraic properties of underlying evaluation hash functions,
e.g., GHASH in the case of GCM. The forged queries cannot be fed to the encryption oracle
directly because two queries with identical nonces are forbidden.
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The work by Iwata et al. (as mentioned in Section 2.1.3) reminds us that GCM has
a very special design, in which GHASH is reused for generating initial counter numbers if
len(N) 6= 96. This makes GHASH attackable in the encryption oracle. Precisely, assuming
H 6= 0, the attack consists of the following three steps:
1. Either passively or actively obtain a valid tuple (N,P,C), where len(N) 6= 96. Please
note that we do not need the authentication tag T here.
2. Construct a polynomial q(x), and properly apply xdq(x) to N to derive N ′, where
d ≥ 1. Feed the pair (N ′, P ) to the encryption oracle, and get the corresponding
ciphertext C ′. If C ′ = C, we know that q(H) = 0.
3. Apply q(x) to other captured messages and tags to construct more forgeries, or
recover the authentication key by binary search or solving q(x) = 0.
If H = 0, the outputs of GHASH will always be zero, and thus it can be easily detected.
One advantage of targeting the encryption oracle is that we can collect all query results
into a set to perform birthday attacks. For any query to the encryption oracle, we can
always get its corresponding ciphertext and tag as long as the nonce is not previously
queried.
Following the notations in Algorithm 2.1, we collect EK(N1)’s, which are derived by
XORing P1’s with C1’s, into a set S. If a collision occurs in S, e.g., EK(N (a)1 ) = EK(N (b)1 ),
where N (a)1 and N
(b)
1 are the corresponding first counter numbers for the nonces N (a) and
N (b), then we know N (a)1 = N
(b)
1 as well. Hence a collision GHASHH(N (a)) = GHASHH(N (b))
is found. This birthday collision attack can have a significantly higher success probability
than the original attacks on the verification or decryption oracle.
Assume the polynomial q(x) is chosen randomly and independently, and H 6= 0. The
success probability for the original trial-and-error method querying the verification or de-
cryption oracle is
n(lN + 1)/2
128, (3.1)
where n is the number of queries that have been made and lN is the maximum number of
blocks for nonces; while the lower bound for the success probability of the birthday attack
is (see Lemma A.10 in Section A.4 of [71])
0.25n(n− 1)(lN + 1)/2128. (3.2)
In addition to the first encrypted counter blocks, we can also collect the following
blocks into S, in which way we may achieve even larger success probabilities. For example,
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EK(N
(a)
i ) may be equal to EK(N
(b)
j ) for certain i and j. The upper bound of the collision
probability for this case can be obtained from the polynomial (2.4) in Result 2.1, and the
lower bound is the same as the polynomial (3.2). Although the success probability of this
case is higher than the previous methods based on trial-and-error and birthday attacks,
the collision N (a)i = N
(b)
j may need more time complexity to be utilized for MAC forgery
attacks. One naive way is to try every polynomial over the finite field that can be converted
from incr with the specific r, and this will cost 222 time at most.
Another benefit of attacking the encryption oracle is that, if certain countermeasures
on the decryption or verification oracle are carried out, such as forbidding nonce reuse, the
original attacks would fail or be detected, but the attacks on the encryption oracle will be
unaffected.
A practical attack example on non-96-bit nonces is given as follows. We only give a
basic example for this case, where the values and the polynomial q(x) computed in the
previous example are reused here.
Construct the polynomial q′(x) = x2q(x), and apply q′(x) to N to get a new 512-bit
nonce N ′, i.e., N ′ = (N4 ⊕Q3)||(N3 ⊕Q2)||(N2 ⊕Q1)||(N1 ⊕Q0).
N ′ 87e961e67784011f72faafd95b0eb640
5bbceed48c991388a18f66e4ad62d270
ef901d7ed10b1fd6963801d9083eebf9
bd1bfa850ce25e8955588e8a50361ee5
Feeding (N ′, P ) to the encryption oracle will result in the same ciphertext as C, so
we are sure that the authentication H is in the set H, and further MAC forgeries can be
carried out by using q(x).
3.5 Attacking GCM in the MAC-then-Enc Paradigm
GCM follows the Enc-then-MAC paradigm, i.e., authentication tags are computed based
on ciphertexts. It is known that once the integrity of the system is compromised, the whole
system including encrypted data will not be trustworthy. For GCM, if we successfully per-
form a MAC forgery attack described in previous sections, e.g., a forged tuple (N,C ′, T ′),
based on a valid (N,C, T ), is fed to the decryption oracle and passes verification, the or-
acle will return P ′ that may have a simple linear difference with P . In this way, P can
be obtained even without any knowledge of the encryption key. Therefore, the message
authentication algorithm must be well protected.
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One potential and straightforward option, which is indicated in [100], is to change
GCM to a MAC-then-Enc scheme (MtE GCM, thereafter). More precisely, in MtE GCM,
GMAC is computed based on plaintexts instead of ciphertexts, and the authentication tag
is encrypted by block ciphers in the CTR mode.
However, we can show that the MAC forgery attacks described in the previous sections
may still work on MtE GCM as these attacks are based on the linear properties of the
polynomial-based MAC schemes. If no length extension is needed, applying q(x) directly
to ciphertexts and encrypted tags may successfully result in MAC forgeries. Consider the
simplified case with
ET = hH(P )⊕ EK(N)⊕ EK(Nt)
= hH(P )⊕Mask
= hH(C ⊕ S)⊕Mask,
where ET is the encrypted authentication tag, EK(Nt) is to encrypt the authentication
tag, Mask = EK(N)⊕ EK(Nt), S is the key stream produced by the CTR mode, and the
other variables are the same as the ones in the previous sections. If we know a function
q(x) such that q(H) = 0, then
ET ′ = ET ⊕Q0 = hH(C ⊕ S)⊕ q∗(H)⊕Mask
= gC⊕S(H)⊕ gQ∗(H)⊕Mask
= gC⊕Q∗⊕S(H)⊕Mask
= hH(C ⊕Q∗ ⊕ S)⊕Mask
= hH(C
′ ⊕ S)⊕Mask.
This implies the tuple (N,C ′, ET ′), where C ′ = C⊕Q∗ and ET ′ = ET ⊕Q0, will pass the
verification oracle of MtE GCM.
A computation example is given as follows. The same K, N , H1, and H2 as in the
previous examples are used. In order to avoid length extension, P is chosen to be longer,
and H3 is explicitly chosen to be H1 ·H2/(H1 ⊕H2).
P 705da82292143d2c949dc4ba014f6396
705da82292143d2c949dc4ba014f6396
C a51ccc6d2c45540cac4fde8b1e36802d
a4bd55da5dcde1d763021d44f5fb3ab8
ET 5aba7c39516a4a90f738eaf61b02514a
H3 6e0b0d1eaf109b0f26926be82780085c
Constructing the polynomial q(x), we can have its coefficients as follows.
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Q3 80000000000000000000000000000000
Q2 bc7f3ddf8ee1d642f97ed862ed7fe40e
Q1 00000000000000000000000000000000
Q0 c52222258b2614c4c6f5981c65f15acd
Please note Q1 = 0, so the length padding block in GHASH can stay unchanged.
The new ciphertext and encrypted authentication tag are C ′ = (C2 ⊕ Q3)||(C1 ⊕ Q2)
and ET ′ = ET ⊕Q0.
C ′ a51ccc6d2c45540cac4fde8b1e36802d
a4bd55da5dcde1d763021d44f5fb3ab8
ET ′ 5aba7c39516a4a90f738eaf61b02514a
(N,C ′, ET ′) passes the verification oracle of MtE GCM.
If len(Q∗) > len(C), i.e., the length extension is needed, the above attack on MtE GCM
may not work. To decrypt C⊕Q∗, where len(C⊕Q∗) > len(C), the verification oracle will
produce longer key stream S ′ = S||Su with an unknown portion, Su, so the output of the
oracle will become unpredictable. However, adversaries may avoid this situation by trying
to attack GHASH in the encryption oracle as discussed in Section 3.4, or simply waiting
for longer ciphertexts.
Therefore, we can see that changing GCM into the MAC-then-Enc paradigm would
add little strength against these MAC forgery attacks.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that hash collisions are not necessarily required
to construct successful MAC forgeries, and any polynomials can be used in these attacks.
These new discoveries remove the restrictions in Procter and Cid’s attacks. We have proven
that all subsets of keys with no less than two elements are weak key classes for GCM-like
polynomial-based MAC schemes, which is an extension to Procter and Cid’s analysis.
Moreover, we have presented a novel approach to transform these MAC forgery attacks
into birthday attacks to increase their success probabilities in the case of GCM. The success
probabilities of these attacks are summarized in Table 3.1. In addition, we have shown
that these MAC forgeries attacks will still succeed if GCM is modified to the MAC-then-
Enc paradigm, as one of the options mentioned in [100], such that authentication tags are
protected by block cipher encryptions with the CTR mode.
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Table 3.1: Success probabilities of the MAC forgery attacks on GCM.
Method Success Probability Reference
Trial-and-error n(lN + 1)/2128 [100]
Birthday attacks 0.25n(n− 1)(lN + 1)/2128 Section 3.4
Birthday attacks with inc ≤ 222(n− 1)(n+ σ)(lN + 1)/2128 Section 3.4
As the discussion in Section 2.5, we further suggest that GCM may preferably be
used with 96-bit nonces. Reusing GHASH in both generating initial counter numbers and
computing authentication tags will help attackers to amplify their success probabilities
for MAC forgeries as we have discussed in Section 3.4. For applications that prefer using
non-96-bit nonces, e.g., negotiated data in a security protocol, we suggest applying the fix
to GCM proposed in Section 2.3, i.e., using LGCM defined in Algorithm 2.2.
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Chapter 4
Multidimensional Meet-in-the-Middle
Attacks on Block Ciphers
Our work on meet-in-the-middle attacks on lightweight block ciphers is introduced in this
chapter. We first describe the KATAN block cipher family and the original meet-in-the-
middle attacks in Section 4.1. The general idea and framework of our multidimensional
attacks are given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 present new attacks on
KATAN32/48/64 for real attack examples, and Section 4.5 discusses several potential opti-
mization methods for improvements. In addition, we propose new attacks on KATAN with
less numbers of rounds in Section 4.6, in order to demonstrate this new kind of attacks can
be more time-efficient and memory-efficient than existing attacks. Finally, the last section
summarizes the chapter.
4.1 Preliminaries
This section first briefly introduces the block cipher family, KATAN, and then presents a
theoretical description for meet-in-the-middle (MITM, hereafter) attacks as the fundamen-
tial for subsequent sections.
4.1.1 The KATAN Family of Block Ciphers
KATAN is a lightweight block cipher family with efficient hardware performance and small
software footprints [33]. It consists of three versions with different block sizes, 32, 48 and
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Cipher |L1| |L2| x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
KATAN32/KTANTAN32 13 19 12 7 8 5 3
KATAN48/KTANTAN48 19 29 18 12 15 7 6
KATAN64/KTANTAN64 25 39 24 15 20 11 9
Cipher y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6
KATAN32/KTANTAN32 18 7 12 10 8 3
KATAN48/KTANTAN48 28 19 21 13 15 6
KATAN64/KTANTAN64 38 25 33 21 14 9
Table 2. Parameters defined for the KATAN family of ciphers
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Fig. 1. The Outline of a round of the KATAN/KTANTAN ciphers
feedback polynomial x8+x7+x5+x3+1. Then, the encryption process starts, and ends
after 254 additional clocks when the LFSR returns to the all 1’s state. As mentioned
earlier, we use the most significant bit of the LFSR to control the irregular update (i.e.,
as the IR signal). For sake of completeness, in Table 3 in the Appendix we give the
sequence of irregular rounds.
We note that due to the way the irregular update rule is chosen, there are no sequences
of more than 7 rounds that share the pattern of the regular/irregular updates, this ensures
that any self-similarity attack cannot utilize more than 7 rounds of the same function
(even if the attacker chooses keys that suggest the same subkeys). Thus, it is easy to see
that such attacks are expected to fail when applied to the KATAN family.
We implemented KATAN32 using Synopsys Design Compiler version Y-2006.06 and
the fsc0l d sc tc 0.13µm CMOS library. Our implementation requires 802 GE, of which
742 are used for the sequential logic, and 60 GE are used for the combinational logic.
The power consumption at 100 KHz, and throughput of 12.5 Kbps is only 381 nW. This
is a gate level power estimation obtained using Synopsys Design Compiler3.
For KATAN48 the implementation size is 927 GE (of which 842 are for the sequential
logic) and the total power consumption is estimated to 439 nW. For the 64-bit variant,
KATAN64, the total area is 1054 GE (of which 935 are for the sequential logic) and the
power consumption 555 nW.
Here we would like to note that the further area reduction for KATAN48 and KATAN64
is possible by utilizing a clock gating technique. As explained above, the only difference
3 Although the gate level power estimation gives a rough estimate, it is useful for comparison
with related work reported in the literature.
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Figure 4.1: Structure of [33].
64 bits, which are named KATAN32, KATAN48 and KATAN64, respectively. Despite of the
different block sizes, they all use 80-bit master keys. The structure of KATAN is shown in
Figure 4.1, where ∧ implies the bitwise AND.
In the encryption process of KATAN, the plaintext p is first divided to two pieces
and loaded into the registers L1 and L2. Next, two nonlinear functions defined by the
equations (4.1) are operated on L1 and L2 respectively.
fa[L1] = L1[x1]⊕ L1[x2]⊕ (L1[x3] · L1[x4])⊕ (L1[x5] · IR)⊕ ka
fb[L2] = L2[y1]⊕ L2[y2]⊕ (L2[y3] · L2[y4])⊕ (L2[y5] · L2[y6])⊕ kb (4.1)
In the above equations, xi and yj are predefined indices for different versions of KATAN,
and IR is an irregular update sequence for preventing self-similarity attacks. The values
of xi, yj and IR are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively.
Table 4.1: P rameters for KATAN
Algorithms |L1| |L2| x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6
KATAN32 13 19 12 7 8 5 3 18 7 12 10 8 3
KATAN48 19 29 18 12 15 7 6 28 19 21 13 15 6
KATAN64 25 39 2 15 20 11 9 38 25 33 21 14 9
ka and kb are two sub-key bits produced from a 80-bit master keyK by a linear feedback
shift register (LFSR). The master key K is loaded as the initial state of the LFSR, and
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Table 4.2: The irregular update sequence IR for KATAN.
Round Index IR
1 - 20 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1
21 - 40 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
41 - 60 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
61 - 80 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1
81 - 100 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1
101 - 120 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1
121 - 140 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0
141 - 160 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1
161 - 180 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0
181 - 200 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
201 - 220 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0
221 - 240 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1
241 - 254 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0
each output bit of the LFSR is used as a sub-key bit sequentially. Assume {ki} is the
output sequence of the LFSR. For 0 ≤ i ≤ 79, ki is equal to the i-th bit of the master key;
for i ≥ 80, the sub-key bits can be computed by
ki = ki−80 ⊕ ki−61 ⊕ ki−50 ⊕ ki−13. (4.2)
For the r-th round of KATAN, ka = k2r−2 and kb = k2r−1, where 1 ≤ r ≤ 254.
For KATAN32, after computing fa[L1] and fb[L2], the registers L1 and L2 are shifted to
left by one bit, and the most significant bits of L1 and L2 are discarded. Next, fa[L1] is
fed into the least significant bit of L2, and fb[L2] is put into L1. After 254 rounds of such
operations, the states of L1 and L2 are concatenated and output as the ciphertext c.
KATAN48 and KATAN64 have the same structure and number of rounds as KATAN32,
but L1 and L2 of KATAN48 and KATAN64 are updated two and three times in every round,
respectively, by using the same ka and kb.
4.1.2 A Theoretical Description of Meet-in-the-Middle Attacks
We first take Double-DES (2DES) to explain the idea of MITM attacks. Let c = DESk(p)
denote one DES encryption, where k is the 56-bit master key, and p and c are the plaintext
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of meet-in-the-middle attacks.
and ciphertext, respectively. 2DES uses two different keys k1 and k2, and its encryption is
computed as
c = 2DES(k1,k2)(p) = DESk2(DESk1(p)) .
The total number of key bits is 2 · 56 = 112, so the time complexity of the exhaustive key
search for 2DES is 2112.
To launch a MITM attack, firstly, we compute v = DESk1(p) for all possible k1’s, and
store all v’s into a set S with corresponding k1’s. The time complexity of this step is
256. Secondly, from the ciphertext side, we compute the decryption v′ = DES−1k2 (c) for
each possible k2, and then check whether v′ is in the set S. If we find a match, then the
corresponding key pair (k1, k2) is possibly the correct one. This step needs to evaluate DES
for 2 · 256 = 257 times, which is much less than 2112. This is the reason why we should use
Triple-DES, rather than Double-DES, to obtain a reasonably larger security margin than
DES.
More formally, assume that a cipher c = E(k, p) can be decomposed into two consecutive
sub-ciphers Ef (kf , ·) and Eb(kb, ·), i.e., c = Eb(kb, Ef (kf , p)), where kf and kb are the sub-
keys used in Ef and Eb. Here f and b are the abbreviations for forward and backward.
The steps of MITM attacks can be written as follows.
1. MITM phase, as shown in Figure 4.2:
1.1 By iterating each possible kf , compute the encryption v = Ef (kf , p), and collect
v’s into a set S.
1.2 For every possible kb, compute the decryption v′ = E−1b (kb, c). Check whether
v′ ∈ S. If so, output the corresponding key pair (kf , kb) as a possibly correct
key.
2. Brute-force testing phase:
• If the MITM phase generates more than one pair of (kf , kb), then we need to use
additional plaintext-ciphertext pairs to perform complete encryptions/decryptions
to test them and find the correct one.
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Abusing the notation, here we use | · | rather than len(·) to represent the bit-length of
a variable in order to simplify mathematical expressions and save space. n denotes the
block size of a cipher, e.g., n = |p| = |c|. For simplicity, we assume bit-lengths of ciphers’
intermediate states are smaller than block sizes, e.g., |v| ≤ n, in the following content.
The time complexity for Step 1.1 is 2|kf |, and for Step 1.2 it is 2|kb|. During the MITM
phase, wrong keys have the probability of 1/2|v| to obtain a false positive. Thus if kf and kb
do not have common key bits, the number of wrong keys passing the MITM phase will be
2|kf |+|kb|/2|v| = 2|kf |+|kb|−|v|. If kf and kb have common key bits, we let kc denote all the key
bits contained in both kf and kb, so the number of remaining keys will be 2|kf |+|kb|−|kc|−|v|.
We further assume k is the master key that consists of all the key bits of kf and kb, and
|v| is equal to the block size n. Then we have
2|kf |+|kb|−|kc|−|v| = 2|k|−|v| = 2|k|−n.
This can be easily understood from the information theory’s point of view: Since we have
the information of an n-bit plaintext-ciphertext pair (p, c), we can only reduce the key
space to 1/2n of the original. After this MITM phase, we can simply employ brute-force
testing to remove wrong keys.
The time complexity of the first attempt of brute-force testing will be equal to 2|k|−n.
The probability of wrong keys passing the testing is 1/2n on average, so 2|k|−2n keys will pass
the first testing. If 2|k|−2n is still larger than 1, we can use another plaintext-ciphertext pair
to perform additional testing to further reduce the key space. The overall time complexity
of the brute-force testing phase will be 2|k|−n + 2|k|−2n + 2|k|−3n + · · · , and this phase needs
d(|k| − n)/ne pairs of plaintexts and ciphertexts.
To sum up, the total time complexity of the MITM attack is
2|kf | + 2|kb| + 2|k|−n + 2|k|−2n + 2|k|−3n + · · · ≈ 2|kf | + 2|kb| + 2|k|−n ,
and the total data complexity is d(|k|−n)/ne+ 1 = d|k|/ne. Similar analysis can be found
in [29].
When a matching key pair (kf , kb) is found, it can be tested instantly, so we do not
need to save it in memory and wait for other candidate keys. Therefore, the major memory
consumption of this attack comes from maintaining the set S. There are many kinds of
data structures to construct S, such as hash tables. Actually, the construction and look-up
algorithms of S also have influence on the overall attack time. The look-up time is generally
omitted since it is usually much less than a complete cipher encryption. We suggest using
tables whose indices are (parts of) matching values, e.g., v in the above example, and
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Figure 4.3: Meet-in-the-middle attacks with one guess.
letting each entry in the tables point to a (linked) list of corresponding sub-keys. Despite
of different constructions of S, the memory complexity of the MITM attack should be at
least 2|kf | or 2|kb|.
4.2 A Framework for Multidimensional MITM Attacks
When designing lightweight block ciphers, e.g., for environment-constrained devices, we
usually prefer to adopt small block sizes for efficient performance. However, due to security
requirements, master keys cannot be too short. This usually leads us to cipher designs with
key sizes larger than block sizes. Although this kind of designs is perfectly valid, it gives us
the possibility to guess certain short intermediate states and divide the ciphers into small
sub-ciphers for easier analysis.
Let us first give a simple and inefficient attack framework for ease of understanding.
In the subsequent sections, refined methods are given in the attacks on the KATAN block
cipher family.
Suppose we first guess an intermediate state g, as shown in Figure 4.3, and perform
two MITM attacks on the sub-ciphers divided by g. By assuming a simplest case that
the sub-keys kf1 , kb1 , kf2 and kb2 do not have common key bits, the attack steps can be
described as follows.
1. Compute v1 = Ef1(kf1 , p) for each possible kf1 , and put all kf1 ’s into a table T1
indexed by v1, each entry of which is a set of certain kf1 ’s.
2. Compute v′2 = E
−1
b2
(kb2 , c) for each possible kb2 , and put all kb2 ’s into a table T ′2
(similar as T1) indexed by v′2.
3. For each possible guess of g:
(a) Compute v′1 = E
−1
b1
(kb1 , g) for each possible kb1 , and maintain a table T ′1 of kb1
indexed by v′1.
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(b) Compute v2 = Ef2(kf2 , g) for each possible kf2 , and maintain a table T2 of kf2
indexed by v2.
(c) Every matching pair (kf1 , kb1) for v1 = v′1, together with each matching pair
(kf2 , kb2) for v2 = v′2, forms a candidate key for the whole encryption. We
use additional plaintext-ciphertext pairs to perform brute-force testing on these
candidate keys. If one key passes all tests, then output it as the correct key.
Since we do not need to recompute Ef1 and E
−1
b2
for different g’s, the time complexity
of this attack without the brute-force testing phase is
2|kf1 | + 2|kb2 | + 2|g| · (2|kb1 | + 2|kf2 |).
For each guessed value of g, the MITM step from p to g will reduce the size of the key
space to 2|k|−|v1| and the second MITM step for the interval between g and c will further
reduce it to 2|k|−|v1|−|v2|, so after the two MITM attacks the total number of remaining
keys is 2|g| · (2|k|−|v1|−|v2|) = 2|k|+|g|−|v1|−|v2|. Assuming |g| = |v1| = |v2| = n, we have
2|k|+|g|−|v1|−|v2| = 2|k|−n, which is consistent with the analysis for original MITM attacks in
the last section. The total time complexity of the brute-force step is still about 2|k|−n.
Please note a subtle part in the above analysis: Although the size of the master key
space is reduced to 2|k|−|v1| after the MITM attack step from p to g, the number of sub-
keys to be matched with the results from the other MITM step between g and c is only
2|kf1 |+|kb1 |−|v1|, which may be much less than 2|k|−|v1|.
The memory complexity of the attack is 2|kf1 |+ 2|kb1 |+ 2|kf2 |+ 2|kb2 |, since we may need
to store T1, T ′1, T2 and T ′2 in memory. The data complexity of the attack is d|k|/ne.
In general cases, the sub-keys, kf1 , kb1 , kf2 and kb2 , would involve many common key
bits, so the above attack cannot be applied directly. A straightforward way to solve this
is treating each sub-key bit as an independent new variable. This technique has been used
in other cryptanalysis methods, such as [67]. But we may get more efficient results or
attack more rounds by carefully investigating ciphers’ detailed designs. For example, we
may perform linear transformations before matching sub-keys, or study round functions
to perform partial encryptions/decryptions. We show real attack examples using these
techniques in following sections.
Certainly, we can guess more intermediate states and then segment ciphers into smaller
pieces. MITM attacks with multiple guesses are illustrated in Figure 4.4. For simplicity of
description, hereafter we denote the MITM attacks with multiple guesses as multidimen-
sional MITM (MD-MITM) attacks, and especially the attacks with n sub-ciphers will be
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Figure 4.4: General process of meet-in-the-middle attacks with multiple guesses.
nD-MITM. For example, the above attack with one guess is a 2D-MITM attack, and the
traditional MITM attacks can be viewed as 1D-MITM attacks.
The steps of an (i+ 1)D-MITM attack can be briefly stated as follows.
1. Construct a table T1 of kf1 by computing v1 = Ef1(kf1 , p).
2. Construct a table T ′i+1 of kbi+1 by computing v′i+1 = E
−1
bi+1
(kbi+1 , c).
3. For each guess of g1:
(a) Construct a table T ′1 by computing v′1 = E
−1
b1
(kb1 , g1), which is to match with
T1.
(b) Construct a table T2 by computing v2 = Ef2(kf2 , g1).
(c) For each guess of g2:
i. Construct a table T ′2 by computing v′2 = E
−1
b2
(kb2 , g2), to match with T2.
ii. · · · (Perform recursive operations till gi.)
iii. For each guess of gi:
A. Construct a table T ′i by computing v′i = E
−1
bi
(kbi , gi), to match with Ti.
B. Compute vi+1 = Efi+1(kfi+1 , gi), which can form a table Ti+1 in order to
match with T ′i+1.
C. Perform brute-force testing on each combination of matching sub-key
pairs from (T1, T ′1), (T2, T ′2), · · · , (Ti+1, T ′i+1), and output the passing
combination as the correct key.
If we assume |g1| = |g2| = · · · = n, the time complexity of the MITM phase with
multiple guesses is
2|kf1 | + 2|kbi+1 | + 2|g1| · (2|kb1 | + 2|kf2 | + 2|g2| · (2|kb2 | + 2|kf3 | + · · ·+ 2|gi| · (2|kbi | + 2|kfi+1 |)))
= 2|kf1 | + 2|kbi+1 | + 2n · (2|kb1 | + 2|kf2 |) + 22n · (2|kb2 | + 2|kf3 |) + · · ·+ 2i·n · (2|kbi | + 2|kfi+1 |).
(4.3)
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Please note that the order of g1, g2, · · · , gi does not matter, and we can first guess any ones
of them in order to obtain more desirable results.
The memory complexities of MD-MITM attacks are upper-bounded by the total mem-
ory consumption of T1, T ′1, T2, · · · , T ′i+1. In order to obtain the minimum value for the time
complexity equation (4.3), the sizes of T ′1, T2, · · · , Ti+1, i.e., 2|kb1 |, 2|kf2 |, · · · , 2|kfn+1 |, should
be much smaller than the sizes of T1 and T ′i+1, i.e., 2|kf1 | and 2
|kbi+1 |. So it is safe to ignore
T ′1, T2, · · · , Ti+1 here and give a simple upper bound for the memory complexities of these
MD-MITM attacks as 2|kf1 | + 2|kbi+1 |.
We only use one known plaintext-ciphertext pair before the brute-force testing phase,
so it is easy to see that MD-MITM attacks have the same data complexities as 1D-MITM
attacks, i.e., d|k|/ne known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
What we want to emphasize here is that the theoretical analysis in this section only presents
a general framework to perform the divide-and-conquer method on ciphers. Whether it can
really work and improve attacks’ efficiencies on a specific cipher depends on the detailed
design of the cipher. In subsequent sections, we present several MD-MITM attacks on
the KATAN block cipher family, which can attack more rounds and reduce complexities of
previous attacks. These new attacks highly rely on certain design details of KATAN.
We also want to note that there is an independent work [42] with similar ideas, but
the authors focus on optimizing time-memory trade-offs for composite problems, and their
analysis is only applied to the cases where all sub-ciphers have independent keys.
4.3 MD-MITM Attacks on KATAN32
The section applies the multidimensional framework to reduced-round KATAN32, and pro-
poses new attacks that can break more numbers of rounds than the existing attacks. For
ease of understanding, we first describe a simple attack procedure and then improve upon
it.
4.3.1 2D-MITM Attacks on KATAN32
Use si to denote the intermediate state right after the i-th round encryption of KATAN32/48/64,
which implies s0 = p and s254 = c. We first show a simplest case of 2D-MITM on KATAN32,
and improve it in subsequent discussions. For simplicity, we use Ei(s) to denote Efi(kfi , s),
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and Dj(s) to denote E−1bj (kbj , s). ki...j is the sub-key containing all the sub-key bits whose
indices are from i to j. The attack procedure, which is a standard 2D-MITM attack, is as
follows.
1. Compute s40 = E1(s0) by using every possible kf1 = k0...79, and compute k80...127 from
kf1 by using linear functions derived from the LFSR (see the equation (4.2)). Put
each kf1 in a table T1 indexed by s40 and k80...127. Each entry of the table should have
one element on average.
2. Compute s′88 = D2(s128) by using every possible kb2 = k176...255, and compute k128...175
from kb2 by using linear functions derived from the LFSR. Store each kb2 in a table
T ′2 indexed by s′88 and k128...175. Similarly, each entry of the table has one element on
average.
3. For each guess of g = s64:
(a) Compute s′40 = D1(g) for each kb1 = k80...127, and then find the matching key
kf1 in T1. On average there is only one matching key, and we put it in a set S.
(b) Compute s88 = E2(g) for each kf2 = k128...175, and find the matching key kb2 in
T ′2. Then compute k0...79 from kb2 = k176...255 by using linear equations derived
from the LFSR, and check whether it is in the set S. If so, perform brute-force
testing on this candidate key. If it passes all tests, output it as the correct
master key.
To fairly compare with the time complexities of existing attacks, we adopt the formula
proposed in [120] to estimate the time complexity of the above attack on KATAN32. Use
Rf1 , Rb1 , Rf2 and Rb2 to denote the numbers of rounds involved in the different phases of
the 2D-MITM attack, and R to denote the total number of the attacked rounds. The time
complexity without the brute-force testing phase is computed as follows.
2|kf1 | · Rf1
R
+ 2|kb2 | · Rb2
R
+ 2n ·
(
2|kb1 | · Rb1
R
+ 2|kf2 | · Rf2
R
)
The above equation can be seen as estimating the equivalent number of full R-round cipher
evaluations, as the time to complete the 2D-MITM attack.
Here we simply ignore the time complexities of linear transformations when matching
sub-keys, because these LFSR computations only involve several linear operations, which
are more cost-efficient compared with iterations of nonlinear round functions, and exhaus-
tive key search also needs to compute the sub-keys and will consume the equivalent time.
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In the above 2D-MITM attack on KATAN32, since |kf1| = |kb2| = 80 and |kb1| = |kf2 | =
48, its total time complexity is
280 · 40
128
+ 280 · 40
128
+ 232 ·
(
248 · 24
128
+ 248 · 24
128
)
+ 280−32 ≈ 280,
where 280−32 is the time complexity of the brute-force testing phase. Please note that
280 is exactly the time complexity of the exhaustive key search on KATAN. The memory
complexity of the attack is 280 + 280 + 280−32 ≈ 281, since we need to store T1, T2 and S
in memory. The data complexity is still the same as 1D-MITM attacks, i.e., d80/32e = 3
plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
Reducing Time Complexities
In order to make the time complexity of the above attack better than exhaustive search,
i.e., 280, we can reduce the numbers of attacked rounds in the first forward and second
backward phases by one. But in this case, when constructing T1 (or similarly T ′2), we
cannot simply use the intermediate state g = s38 and kb1 = k78...125 as indices like in the
previous 2D-MITM attack, because the new kf1 = k0...77 does not have the full 80-bit
information of the master key K = k0...79, and certain bits of kb1 still depend on the values
of k78 and k79.
However, by assuming k78 and k79 are zero, we can compute a temporal key κ80...125 for
the purpose of matching, which is equivalent to removing these two bits from the linear
equations of key scheduling. Under such circumstance, the first MITM phase between p
and g can be performed without knowing k78 and k79, and later extra information of k78
and k79 can be appended to form the 80-bit master key. The detailed attack procedure is
described as follows.
1. Compute s39 = E1(s0) by iterating every possible kf1 = k0...77, and compute κ80...125
from k0...77 by assuming k78 = k79 = 0. Put each kf1 in a table T1 indexed by s39 and
κ80...125. Each entry of the table should have one element on average.
2. Compute s′87 = D2(s126) by using every possible kb2 = k174...251, and compute κ126...171
from k174...251 by treating k172 = k173 = 0. Store each kb2 in a table T ′2 indexed by s′87
and κ126...171. Similarly, each entry of the table has one element on average.
3. For each guess of g = s63:
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(a) Compute s′39 = D1(g) for each kb1 = k78...125, and compute κ80...125 by subtracting
k78 and k79 from the bits of k80...125. Then use s′39 and κ80...125 to find the
matching kf1 in T1. On average there is only one matching kf1 = k0...77, so
we combine it with the k78 and k79 to form a candidate master key. Put the
candidate master key in a set S.
(b) Compute s87 = E2(g) for each kf2 = k126...173, and compute κ126...171 by subtract-
ing k172 and k173 from k126...171. Then use s87 and κ126...171 to find the matching
kb2 = k174...251 in T ′2. Compute k0...79 from k172...251 by using linear functions
derived from the LFSR, and check whether it is in the set S. If so, perform
brute-force testing on it.
The overall time complexity of this attack, on 126-round KATAN32, is
278 · 39
126
+ 278 · 39
126
+ 232 ·
(
248 · 24
126
+ 248 · 24
126
)
+ 280−32 ≈ 279.10,
and its memory complexity is 278 + 278 + 248 ≈ 279. This attack has already reached more
rounds than any existing attack on KATAN32, but we still have room for improvements.
Increasing the Number of Attacked Rounds
We can see there is a large time complexity gap between the MD-MITM and brute-force
testing phases in the above 2D-MITM attacks on KATAN32. The time complexities of
brute-force testing are always 280−32 = 248, and the complexities of MITM phases are close
to 280. If we can balance complexities of the two phases, the overall time complexities
may drop. One way to achieve this is reducing bit-lengths of the intermediate states
for matching, i.e., v1, v2, · · · , vi+1. As a result, computing incomplete parts of original
v1, v2, · · · , vi+1 may not need to use up all of the sub-key bits, and we can extend the
attack to more rounds. In return, more candidate keys are left to be tested in brute-force
phases. This technique is called partial matching, and has been used in various papers,
such as [29, 120].
By adopting the partial matching technique, we can extend our attack on 126 rounds
of KATAN32 to 152 rounds. For simplicity, we only use the partial matching technique in
the second MITM part. After searching all possible combinations of intermediate states
by programs, we find the best position for the second backward phase is from s152 to s87.
Based on the 78-bit information of kb2 = k226...303, we can still compute 2 bits of s87. By
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using these 2 bits for matching, there will be 278 candidate keys left for brute-force testing,
and thus the total time complexity of the attack should be still less than 280.
The partial-matching details are shown as follows. The column a is for ka, and b is for
kb. Here we use the same notations as [29] and [120]: 0 implies this bit is fully computable
based on information we know from one side of a MITM attack, and thus considered as
known; 1 means computing this bit needs extra key information from the opposite side of
the MITM attack, and is considered as unknown. To form a matching, the two resultant
bits from both sides should be known.
Rd. a b L1 L2
second backward phase
114 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
113 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
109 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
107 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
106 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
105 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
104 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
103 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
102 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
101 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
100 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
99 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
98 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
97 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
96 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
95 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
94 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
93 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
92 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
91 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
90 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
89 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
88 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
second forward phase
87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
matching
2 bits 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
For the second MITM attack with partial matching, we cannot simply construct T ′2 by
using the 2 matching bits, along with a 46-bit temporal key computed from kb2 , as indices.
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Therefore, we propose using a product set that is constructed by two related tables: First
find an index value from the first table, and then locate the target value from the second
table by using the index value. The attack procedure is described as follows.
1. For every possible kf1 = k0...77, compute s39 = E1(s0), and calculate κ80...125 by
treating k78 = k79 = 0. Save kf1 in a table indexed by s39 and κ80...125. This step is
similar to the previous attacks. Every entry of the table will have one element on
average.
2. Compute the 2 bits of s′87 = D2(s152) by using every possible kb2 = k226...303, and save
all computation results in a table T ′2, whose index is kb2 .
3. For each guess of g = s63:
(a) Compute the 2 bits of s87 = E2(g) for every possible kf2 = k126...173, and store
all kf2 ’s in a table T2 indexed by different values of the 2 bits. Each entry of T2
is a sub-set of kf2 ’s. After this step, T2 and T ′2 together form a product set, and
we show how to look up its elements in the next step.
(b) For each kb1 = k78...125:
i. Compute s′39 = D1(g). Calculate κ80...125 from k80...125 by subtracting k78
and k79. Use s′39 and κ80...125 to find the matching kf1 in T1. Now we have
the (guessed) full 80-bit information of k0...79.
ii. Based on the knowledge of k0...79, compute the sub-key pair kf2 and kb2 ,
and check whether the pair is also in the product set of T2 and T ′2: First
look up kb2 in T ′2 to find the corresponding values of the two bits, and then
check whether kf2 is in the entry (set) of T2 indexed by the two bits. If so,
perform further brute-force testing on the candidate key.
To further explain the computation of the temporal sub-keys, we take κ80...125 in Step 3(b)(i)
for example: Since each bit of k80...125 can be expressed by a linear expression in terms of
the bits of k0...79, we can subtract the values of k78 and k79 from these linear expressions
to get a temporal value, i.e., κ80...125, only for the purpose of matching. Consequently, we
can remove wrong candidate key pairs by using the knowledge of the key bits except k78
and k79.
The total time complexity of this 2D-MITM attack is
278 · 39
152
+ 278 · 65
152
+ 232 ·
(
248 · 24
152
+ 248 · 24
152
)
+ 280−2 ≈ 279.56.
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The memory consumption includes the storage for T1, T2 and T ′2, and the total is the same
as the previous attack, i.e., 279. Please note that the data complexity of this attack is also
the same as before, i.e., 3 known plaintext-ciphertext pairs, because even if the first pair
used in the MITM phase is only consumed by 2-bit information, we can reuse it in the
brute-force testing phase to filter out more wrong keys.
4.3.2 3D-MITM Attacks on KATAN32
For MD-MITM attacks, the computations of certain steps may have been repeated. For
example, as in Figure 4.4, Ef3 is computed for 22n times, so we may cache the computation
results of first 2n times and reuse them later.
As the previous subsection, we first start from a simple attack. The two guessed states
are g1 = s64 and g2 = s88. The first MITM part starts from s0, ends at g1, and meets
at s40. The second MITM part starts from g1, ends at g2, and meets at s80. The third
one is from g2 to s152, and meets at s112. A subtle part of this attack is keeping the
numbers of the key bits of kf2 and kb2 small enough, such that we expect only one sub-key
in each intermediate matching step, in order to keep the attack simple. The detailed attack
procedure is described as follows.
1. Compute s40 = E1(s0) and kb1 = k80...127 for each possible kf1 = k0...79, and store kf1
in a table T1 indexed by s40 and kb1 . Every entry of T1 will have one element on
average.
2. Compute s′112 = D3(s152) for each kb3 = k224...303, and store kb3 in a table T ′3 indexed
s′112. Each entry of T ′3 is a set containing certain kb3 ’s.
3. For each guessed pair of g2 = s88 and kf3 = k176...223, compute s112 = E3(g2) and store
the computation results in a table T3 indexed by g2 and kf3 . After this step, T3 and
T ′3 form a product set.
4. For each guess of g1 = s64:
(a) Compute s′40 = D1(g1) for each kb1 = k80...127, and find the matching kf1 = k0...79
in T1 by using the indices kb1 and s′40. Next, based on the 80-bit master key
k0...79, we compute k128...175, and then store k0...79 in a table S indexed by k128...175.
Each entry of S will have one element on average.
(b) Compute s80 = E2(g1) for each 32-bit kf2 = k128...159, and store kf2 in a table T2
indexed by s80, where each entry has one element on average.
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(c) For each guess of g2 = s88:
• For each 16-bit kb2 = k160...175:
i. Compute s′80 = D2(s88), and look up the table T2 by s′80 to find the
matching kf2 = k128...159. Thus we get a consecutive 48-bit sub-key
k128...175.
ii. Look up the table S by k128...175 to find the matching k0...79.
iii. Finally use k0...79 to compute the corresponding pair of kf3 and kb3 , and
check whether the pair is also in the product set of T3 and T ′3. If so, do
further brute-force testing on k0...79.
The total number of attacked rounds is 152. The time complexity of this 3D-MITM
attack is
280 · 40
152
+ 280 · 40
152
+ 232+48 · 24
152
+ 232 · (248 · 24
152
+ 232 · 16
152
+ 232+16 · 8
152
)
+ 280−32 ≈ 279.84.
Since we need to store T1, T3, T ′3, S and T2 in memory, the memory complexity is 280 +
280 + 232+48 + 248 + 232 ≈ 281.58. We use only one known plaintext-ciphertext pair in the
MITM attack phase, so the total data complexity of the 3D-MITM attack is 3 known
plaintext-ciphertext pairs as before.
Further Improvements
To make the memory complexity become under 280, we can lower the numbers of the
attacked rounds in the phases f1, f3 and b3 by one. In this case, its memory complexity
will decrease to about 281.58−2 = 279.58, and the time complexity will decrease as well.
The partial matching technique can also be used in 3D-MITM attacks to increase the
number of attacked rounds. Adopting partial matching in the phases f3 and b3, we can still
use the similar positions for the two matching bits as the 2D-MITM attack in Section 4.3.1.
Our final 3D-MITM attack on KATAN32 can reach 175 rounds at most. The first
MITM part starts from s0, meets at s39, and ends at g1 = s63. The second one is from g1
to g2 = s87, and meets at s79. The third one meets at s110 and ends at s175. The overall
attack is similar to the previous 3M-MITM one, except partial matching is employed in
the third MITM part. The detailed attack procedure is described as follows.
1. For each possible kf1 = k0...77, calculate s39 = E1(s0), and compute κ80...125 by treating
k78 = k79 = 0. Store kf1 in a table T1 indexed by s39 and κ80...125. Every entry of T1
will have one element on average.
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2. For each kb3 = k272...349, compute the 2 bits of s′110 = D3(s175), and store kb3 in a table
T ′3 indexed by values of the two bits. Each entry of T ′3 is a set containing certain
kb3 ’s.
3. For each guessed pair of g2 = s87 and kf3 = k174...219, compute the two bits of
s110 = E3(s87) and store the computation results in a table T3 indexed by g2 and kf3 .
After this step, T3 and T ′3 form a product set.
4. For each guess of g1 = s63:
(a) Compute s′39 = D1(g1) for each kb1 = k78...125. Compute κ80...125 from k80...125
by subtracting k78 and k79. Find the matching kf1 in T1 by using the indices
κ80...125 and s′39. Next, compute k126...173 based on k0...79, and then store k0...79 in
a table S indexed by k126...173. Each entry of S will have one element on average.
(b) Compute s79 = E2(g1) for each kf2 = k126...157, and store kf2 in a table T2 indexed
by s79, each entry of which has one element on average.
(c) For each guess of g2 = s87:
• For each 16-bit kb2 = k158...173:
i. Compute s′79 = D2(g2), and look up the table T2 by s′79 to find the
matching kf2 = k126...157. Now we have the complete 48-bit information
about k126...173.
ii. Look up the table S by k126...173 to find the matching k0...79.
iii. Finally use k0...79 to compute the sub-key pair of kf3 and kb3 , and check
whether the pair is also in the product set of T3 and T ′3. If so, do further
brute-force testing on k0...79.
The total time complexity of this attack is
278 · 39
175
+ 278 · 65
175
+ 232+46 · 23
175
+ 232 · (248 · 24
175
+ 232 · 16
175
+ 232+16 · 8
175
)
+ 280−2 ≈ 279.30.
The memory complexity is 278 + 278 + 232+46 + 248 + 232 ≈ 279.58. The data complexity
stays as the same, i.e., 3 known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
4.4 MD-MITM Attacks on KATAN48 and KATAN64
We can apply similar MD-MITM attacks to other versions of KATAN, i.e., KATAN48 and
KATAN64, but we can guess only one intermediate state g, because the block sizes of
KATAN48 and KATAN64 are larger than halves of their key lengths. We can also use the
partial matching technique here in order to increase the numbers of attacked rounds.
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4.4.1 A 2D-MITM Attack on KATAN48
Our 2D-MITM attack on KATAN48 can reach 130 rounds at most. The guessed state is
g = s55. The first MITM part meets at s39, and the second meets at s71. The partial
matching technique is used in the second MITM part. The attack steps are described as
follows.
1. Compute s39 = E1(s0) by using every possible kf1 = k0...77, and compute κ80...109 by
treating k78 = k79 = 0. Save k0...77 in a table indexed by s39 and κ80...125.
2. Compute the 2 bits of s′71 = D2(s130) by using every possible kb2 = k182...259, and save
all computation results in a table T ′2, whose index is kb2 .
3. For each guess of g = s55:
(a) Compute the 2 bits of s71 = E2(g) by using every possible kf2 = k110...141. Store
all kf2 ’s in a table T2 indexed by values of the 2 bits, and each entry is a sub-set
containing certain kf2 ’s. After this step, T2 and T ′2 together form a product set.
(b) Compute s′39 = D1(g) for each kb1 = k78...109, calculate κ80...109 by subtracting
k78 and k79 from k80...109, and find the matching k0...77 in T1. Next, based on the
knowledge of k0...79, compute the sub-key pair of kf2 and kb2 , and check whether
the pair is in the product set of T2 and T ′2. If so, do further brute-force testing
on the candidate key.
The time complexity is
278 · 39
130
+ 278 · 59
130
+ 248 ·
(
232 · 16
130
+ 232 · 16
130
)
+ 280−2 ≈ 279.45.
The memory complexity is 278 + 278 + 232 ≈ 279. The data complexity is d80/48e = 2
known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
The detailed computation steps of the partial matching used in the second MITM part
of the attack on KATAN48 are listed in Appendix A.
4.4.2 A 2D-MITM Attack on KATAN64
Our new attack on KATAN64 is similar as above. After searching all possible combinations
of intermediate positions by programs, we find that it will allow us to attack more rounds
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if the partial matching technique is performed in the first MITM part. The final number
of the attacked rounds on KATAN64 is 112. The guessed state is g = s65, the first MITM
attack meets at s46, and the second one meets at s73. The attack steps are as follows.
1. Compute the 2 bits of s46 = E1(s0) by using every possible kf1 = k0...77, and save all
computation results in a table T1 indexed by kf1 .
2. Compute s′73 = D2(s112) by using every possible kb2 = k146...222, and compute κ130...143
by treating k144 = k145 = 0. Save k146...222’s into a table T ′2 indexed by s′72 and
κ130...143.
3. For each guess of g = s65:
(a) Compute the 2 bits of s′46 = D1(g) by using every possible kb1 = k114...129. Store
all kb1 ’s in a table T ′1 indexed by the values of the 2 bits, and each entry is
a sub-set containing certain kb1 ’s. After this step, T1 and T ′1 together form a
product set.
(b) Compute s73 = E2(g) for each kf2 = k130...145, calculate κ130...143 by subtracting
k144 and k145 from k130...143, and find the matching k146...222 in T ′2. Next, based
on the knowledge of k144...223, compute the sub-key pair of kf1 and kb1 , and check
whether the pair is in the product set of T1 and T ′1. If so, do further brute-force
testing on the candidate key.
The time complexity is
278 · 46
112
+ 278 · 39
112
+ 248 ·
(
232 · 19
112
+ 232 · 8
112
)
+ 280−2 ≈ 279.45.
The memory complexity is 278 + 278 + 216 ≈ 279. The data complexity is d80/64e = 2
known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
The steps of the partial matching for the first MITM part of the attack on KATAN64
are given in Appendix A.
4.5 Further Optimization Methods
There are still many techniques that may help us reduce the attacks’ complexities and
reach more rounds.
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One way to reduce the time complexities is that when computing intermediate states
for partial matching, we do not actually need to complete the calculations of partial en-
cryptions/decryptions. Consider the detailed steps of the partial matching used in the
2D-MITM attack on KATAN32 (see Section 4.3.1). One of the two bits used for matching
in s′87 has already been obtained after the decryption of the 106th round, and the other
bit is computed in the 104th round. So we do not need to continue the partial decryptions
after that. Moreover, the computations of these two bits depend on only parts of previous
states, and thus we may also be able to save some time on the computations before the
104th round. But this technique will not push our attacks to more rounds, and might
make the attack procedures very complicated to explain. In addition, in order to make our
complexity estimations generous, this optimization method is not used in our attacks.
Another way to improve the attacks is to segment the ciphers’ round functions into
smaller steps. For example, the round functions of KATAN48 and KATAN64 update the
internal states by two and three times, respectively, so we may divide them to two or
three sub-functions. In addition, we can even separate operations of updating L1 and L2
to different sub-steps, which is applicable to any KATAN variant. By analyzing iterations
of smaller steps or functions, we may further reduce time and memory complexities, or
extend attacks to more rounds.
The paper [120] proposes an improved partial matching technique called indirect par-
tial matching, in order to obtain more numbers of usable intermediate bits for matching.
Originally, when computing a partial matching state, if the value of one bit si depends on
the key bit kj only known to its opposite phase, then si will be considered as unknown.
Nonetheless, after adding this key bit kj into computations, kj may still remain as a linear
variable in intermediate states after a few rounds. Thus, if we look for possible matches
of si ⊕ kj instead of si, this bit information can still be used for matching. This technique
may help us extend our attacks to more rounds.
4.6 MD-MITM Attacks on KATAN with Less Rounds
Since the MD-MITM attacks in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 focus on increasing the maximum
numbers of attacked rounds, their time complexities are close to exhaustive search’s. It is
still questionable that whether this new multidimensional approach can be practical enough
to improve existing attacks on ciphers with less rounds. In this section, we demonstrate
that how to apply MD-MITM attacks to reduced-round KATAN, and obtain less time
complexities than the existing attacks in [5, 67].
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4.6.1 A More Efficient Attack on 115-Round KATAN32
We show that how to attack KATAN32 with the exactly same number of rounds as in
the paper [5], i.e., 115 rounds. For simplicity of description, we do not use any advanced
optimization methods, such as partial matching.
This reduced-round attack is based on the one mentioned in Section 4.3.1, and our idea
is to further reduce the time complexities by iterating less sub-key bits. The 115-round
KATAN32 is segmented by s55. The MITM part for the first sub-cipher meets at s35, and
the second MITM part meets at s79. The attack procedure is similar to previous attacks,
and can be generally described as follows.
1. The sub-key pairs, k0...69 and k70...109, in the first MITM phase form a product set.
2. The second MITM phase with k110...157 and k158...229 yields a consecutive 80-bit sub-
key k150...229. Then we recheck k150...229 in the product set constructed in the first
MITM phase.
3. Candidate keys are further examined by using additional pairs of plaintexts and
ciphertexts.
The total time complexity of this new attack is
270 · 35
115
+ 272 · 36
115
+ 232 ·
(
240 · 20
115
+ 248 · 24
115
)
+ 280−32 ≈ 277.75,
which is less than the time complexity of the attack in [5], i.e., 279. The memory complexity
for this attack is 270 + 272 + 240 ≈ 272.32.
4.6.2 A More Efficient Attack on 100-Round KATAN48
Similar to the attack on 115-round KATAN32, we can construct a simple 2D-MITM attack
on 100-round KATAN48. The guessed state is s48. The first MITM part meets at s35
and the second one meets at s64. k0...69 and k70...95 in the first MITM phase can form a
product set, and k120...199 derived from the second MITM phase is checked again by using
the product set.
The overall time complexity is
270 · 35
100
+ 272 · 36
100
+ 248 ·
(
226 · 13
100
+ 232 · 16
100
)
+ 280−48 ≈ 277.37.
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Although this simple attack may be further optimized, it already has less time complexity
than the attack on KATAN48 in [67]. The memory complexity of this new attack is 270 +
272 + 226 ≈ 272.32, which is also less than the one in [67].
4.6.3 Discussions
A simple MD-MITM attack without any optimization will not get much advantage over the
traditional MITM attacks on KATAN64 with 94 rounds (the maximum number of rounds
attacked in [67]), since its block size, i.e., 64 bits, is close to the key size, 80 bits. It is
feasible to get lower time complexity by adopting the partial matching as used on KATAN64
in Section 4.3.1. But as we already demonstrate the power of MD-MITM attacks on 115-
round KATAN32 and 100-round KATAN48, and our primary goal is to extend attacks on
KATAN to as many rounds as possible, we leave the potential work on 94-round KATAN64
to interested readers.
One subtle part in our attacks on KATAN, including the ones in Sections 4.3 and
4.4, is first deriving a consecutive sub-key for later use, such as k151...230 used in the new
attack on 115-round KATAN32. This is the most time-consuming step during the whole
attack, and limits the lower bounds of time complexities for possible attacks. But since the
computational cost of this step is low compared with a complete encryption/decryption of
the cipher, the overall complexities of our attacks could be better than exhaustive search.
However, we do not rule out the possibility of other ways to carry out MD-MITM attacks
that may improve upon our methods.
The attacks on 115-round KATAN32 and 110-round KATAN48 proposed in this section
demonstrate that this MD-MITM method not only can increase the numbers of possibly
attacked rounds, but also could be used to improve the time and memory efficiencies of
attacks on reduced-round ciphers. Compared with traditional MITM attacks that may
need to iterate most of their attacking steps, MD-MITM approach can save computation
consumption in certain phases, such as the first forward and last backward phases. This
might also be one of the reasons why traditional MITM attacks cannot reach the same
numbers of the attacked rounds of KATAN as MD-MITM attacks.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated a cryptanalysis framework called multidimensional
meet-in-the-middle attack. This framework is applicable to lightweight ciphers with simple
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key scheduling algorithms and block sizes smaller than master key sizes. Refined analysis
and attacks have been presented on the block cipher family KATAN32/48/64 for demon-
stration. Our new attacks have reached more rounds than the existing attacks, and can
also be more efficient than the existing ones when applied to KATAN with smaller numbers
of rounds. Our new cryptanalysis results on KATAN are summarized in Table 4.3, where
the notation KPs stands for known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
Table 4.3: Comparisons of cryptanalysis results on reduced-round KATAN ciphers.
Algorithms Rounds Time Compl. Memory Compl. Data Compl. Reference
115 279 Not Given 232 KPs [5]
115 277.75 272.32 3 KPs Section 4.6.1
KATAN32 119 279.10 279.10 144 KPs [66]
175 279.30 279.58 3 KPs Section 4.3.2
100 278 278 128 KPs [67]
100 277.37 273.32 2 KPs Section 4.6.2
KATAN48 105 279.10 279.10 144 KPs [66]
130 279.45 279.00 2 KPs Section 4.4.1
94 277.68 277.68 116 KPs [67]
KATAN64 99 279.10 279.10 142 KPs [66]
112 279.45 279.00 2 KPs Section 4.4.2
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Chapter 5
Designing Password Hashing and Key
Derivation Algorithms
Password-based authentication has been widely used in cloud services due to its simplicity
and efficiency, as we have mentioned in Section 1.2.3. Our password hashing algorithms
designs, Pleco and Plectron, are introduced in this chapter. Section 5.1 first gives
certain background knowledge, before the designs of Pleco and Plectron are specified
in Section 5.2. We discuss our design rationale and provide the security analysis of Pleco
and Plectron in Section 5.3. Several extensions of the new hashing algorithms are
proposed in Section 5.4, followed by the efficiency analysis in Section 5.5. We give a brief
analysis of other password hashing designs in Section 5.6 and finally summarize this chapter
in Section 5.7.
5.1 Preliminaries
This section first discusses some desired properties of a good password hashing algorithm,
and then introduces the cryptographic primitives that Pleco and Plectron employ.
5.1.1 Desired Features of Password Hashing Algorithms
Password hashing is one of the most basic security considerations for setting up a password-
based authentication system or deriving cryptographic keys from passwords, and there are
several requirements that a good password hashing algorithm should fulfill:
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• Similar as most cryptographic primitives, the password hashing algorithm should
behave as a random function that ensures one-wayness and collision resistance, and
is resistant to side-channel attacks as well as known cryptanalytic technologies such
as time-memory tradeoff [41, 62], and differential/linear cryptanalysis [25, 83];
• Different from most cryptographic primitives, the password hashing algorithm should
be heavyweight in computation and memory usage to slow down brute-force attacks
to a certain degree and make large-scale attacks economically difficult. Note that
the desired heavyweightness is expected to be roughly consistent for all platforms,
no matter software or hardware;
• Server-specific shortcut is an optional but very attractive feature for a password
hashing scheme. Once this feature is enabled and certain private information is
known, legitimate servers or devices can obscure passwords by using less computation
(server-specific computational shortcut) and/or less memory (server-specific memory
shortcut).
Due to the uncommon and demanding features that are different from common crypto-
graphic designs, the choices of well-studied password hashing algorithms are very limited.
5.1.2 Components of Pleco and Plectron
This section briefly describes several cryptographic primitives, which are the core compo-
nents in the designs of Pleco and Plectron.
Provably One-Way Function Rabinn
It is proven that the one-wayness of the Rabin public-key encryption scheme is as strong
as the hard problem of integer factorization [102]. More theoretically, let us define
Rabinn(x) = x2 mod n,
where x is a positive integer in the multiplicative group of integers modulo n. Then comput-
ing the square roots, i.e., inverting the function Rabinn(x), is proven to be computationally
equivalent to factorizing the integer n.
To obtain a hard-to-factor modulus n, one can utilize the same approach as generating
moduli for the RSA algorithm, i.e., randomly generating two large prime numbers p and q,
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and using their product n = p·q as a modulus. The other approach is to choose certain large
composite numbers with unknown factorization, e.g., the Mersenne composite number used
in Shamir’s SQUASH construction [114]. More about publicly auditable moduli is discussed
in Section 5.4.2.
Sponge-Based Hash Function Keccak
Keccak, which is designed by Bertoni et al. [23], is the winner of the SHA-3 cryptographic
hash function competition held by NIST [44]. Keccak is based on a unique construction,
namely sponge construction, which can absorb an arbitrary-length binary string as input,
and then squeeze out a binary string of any required length as output.
In our password hashing designs, Keccak is adopted to:
• Fully mix password and salt strings;
• Expand short input strings to the large space of the Rabin encryption scheme;
• Alternately apply to intermediate states with the Rabin encryption scheme (or other
public-key schemes) to gain more cryptanalytic strength;
• Process the final state to produce hash tags of required lengths.
If not specified, the default parameters of Keccak are used, i.e., r = 1024 and c = 576.
Sequential Memory-Hard Construction ROMix
The password-based key derivation function scrypt was proposed by Percival in order to
thwart parallel brute-force attacks using GPUs, FPGAs or ASICs on passwords, and has
been widely used by cryptocurrencies. One of core components of scrypt, namely ROMix,
is proven to be sequential memory-hard, which implies [98]:
1. The construction ROMix asymptotically uses almost as many operations as memory
locations; and
2. Parallel algorithms to compute ROMix cannot asymptotically achieve efficiency ad-
vantages than non-parallel ones.
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Thus, for the brute-force password search using dedicated hardware with constrained mem-
ory, such as GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs: 1) It would not be significantly faster than a
single-core computer, as these dedicated hardwares usually have limited memory capaci-
ties; 2) Their strong power in parallel computations could not help in reducing the overall
running time significantly.
We list ROMix in Algorithm 5.1 since it is highly relevant to our designs of Pleco and
Plectron. In Algorithm 5.1, H is a cryptographic hash function, bstr is a binary string,
cost is called the time or space cost parameter that must be larger than one, and Integerify
is a bijective function that maps binary strings to integers.
Algorithm 5.1: ROMix(bstr, cost)
1: x← bstr
2: for i← 0 to cost− 1 do
3: vi ← x
4: x← H(x)
5: end for
6: for i← 0 to cost− 1 do
7: j ← Integerify(x) mod cost
8: x← H(x⊕ vj)
9: end for
10: return x
5.2 Designs of Pleco and Plectron
The design rationale of Pleco and Plectron is to inherit the existing structure of
scrypt that is proved to be sequential memory-hard, and to improve its inner components
for providing better security and asymmetry in computation as desired.
The following notations are used in this section, where the notations ||, 0t and len(·)
have been introduced in Section 2.1, but for ease of reference we describe them again here.
Please also note that int(·) and strb(·) are different from the ones in Section 2.1 regarding
endianness, i.e., the positions for least/most significant bit.
• || concatenates two binary strings;
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• int(s) converts a binary string s into a non-negative integer, where the little-endian
convention is used, i.e., the left-most (lowest address) bit is the least significant bit
of the integer1;
• strb(x) converts a non-negative integer x back to a binary string by using the same bit
ordering convention as int(·), and may append zeros to the string in order to achieve
a total length of b bits;
• 0t denotes a t-bit all-zero binary string, i.e., 0t = strt(0) for t > 0, and 00 means an
empty string;
• len(s) denotes the bit-length of the binary string s;
• size(x) denotes the number of bits in the shortest binary representation of the given
positive integer x, e.g., size(256) = 9 and size(255) = 8;
• Keccakb denotes a Keccak instance that produces exactly b bits as output.
Given a positive integer n, we define a new hash function
Hn(x) = strN(Rabinn(1 + int(KeccakN−1(x)))),
where N = size(n).
To be secure, N should be at least 1024, or preferably larger than 3072. According
to [15], a 1024-bit modulus would aim at a security level of about 80 bits, which means
that on average it takes 280−1 = 279 time units for attacks.
As we have mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the modulus n can be obtained using the same
approach for generating the RSA modulus n = p · q, or chosen from a public composite
number with unknown factorization as proposed in the design of SQUASH [114].
Our new password hashing algorithm Pleco is defined by Algorithm 5.2, which takes
as input
• a positive integer n as the modulus,
• a 128-bit binary string salt as a unique or randomly generated salt,
1For software implementations, we recommend using the following convention: The 8 least significant
bits are stored in the byte with the lowest address, and within a byte the least significant bit is the
coefficient of 20. This follows the internal implementation convention of Keccak [24].
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Algorithm 5.2: Pleco(n, salt, pass, tcost,mcost)
1: L← 8 · dsize(n)/8e − size(n)
2: x← salt||str16(len(pass))||pass||01024−len(pass)
3: ctr← 0
4: x← Hn(str128(ctr)||x)
5: for i← 0 to tcost− 1 do
6: for j ← 0 to mcost− 1 do
7: vj ← x
8: ctr← ctr + 1
9: x← Hn(str128(ctr)||x)
10: end for
11: for j ← 0 to mcost− 1 do
12: k ← int(x) mod mcost
13: ctr← ctr + 1
14: x← Hn(str128(ctr)||x||0L||vk)
15: end for
16: ctr← ctr + 1
17: x← Hn(str128(ctr)||x)
18: end for
19: return x
• a variable-length (≤ 128 bytes) binary string pass as a user password,
• a positive integer tcost as the time cost parameter, and
• a positive integer mcost as the memory cost parameter.
Lines 6-15 of Algorithm 5.2 are essentially the same as ROMix, except that:
• Instead of XORing vk with x as the design of ROMix, we concatenate them and input
into Hn;
• An incremental counter ctr is always prepended to the intermediate variable x in
each step.
Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.4 will give the detailed reasons why we introduce these changes.
Pleco will produce a size(n)-bit hash tag, but sometimes applications need to flexibly
choose tag sizes, e.g., generating cryptographic keys from passphrases entered by users.
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We recommend applying Keccak to the output of Pleco again to produce tags of re-
quired lengths. We name this modified algorithm as Plectron and specifies its design in
Algorithm 5.3, where
• hsize denotes the desired bit-length of the hash tag.
Algorithm 5.3: Plectron(n, salt, pass, tcost,mcost, hsize)
1: t← Pleco(n, salt, pass, tcost,mcost)
2: return Keccakhsize(t)
5.3 Security Analysis
The designs of Pleco and Plectron combine public-key and symmetric-key algorithms
and alter the operation sequence to make cryptanalysis harder. This is analogous to the
designs of ARX ciphers and the block cipher IDEA, where mixed operations are used. In
what follows, we discuss the security properties of Pleco and Plectron in detail.
5.3.1 One-Wayness
One of the most important security goals of designing a password hashing scheme is one-
wayness, i.e., attackers should not be able to devise any methods faster than the exhaustive
search for inverting the hashing algorithm in order to obtain the original passwords.
In our designs, the cryptographic hash function Keccak and the provably one-way func-
tion Rabinn are applied to the intermediate state x alternatively. To the best of our
knowledge, no weaknesses have been reported when combining these two algorithms. In
order to invert Hn, the attackers may have to analyze Keccak and Rabinn separately. On
one hand, even if the one-wayness of Keccak is completely broken, say replacing Keccak by
an identity function, the one-wayness of H is still guaranteed by Rabinn, i.e., the hardness
of integer factorization. On the other hand, if any weakness of iterating Keccak is found,
the weakness is highly likely to be covered up by the computations of Rabinn.
More formally, we give the following definition.
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Definition 5.1. For a given function f and a pre-specified set Y containing certain outputs
of f , we define the advantage of an adversary A obtaining preimages of the elements in Y
(i.e., inverting f) as
Adv
Pre(Y )
f (A) def= Pr[y $← Y, x← Af,y : f(x) = y],
where y $← Y means randomly assigning one element of Y to y.
Then we can show the preimage security of Hn is guaranteed by Rabinn, as described
in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (One-Wayness of Hn). For any adversary A, we have
Adv
Pre(S)
Hn (A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Rabinn(A),
where S is a set consisting of certain outputs of Hn.
Proof. Assume that n is an N -bit modulus. Once a preimage of Hn is found, e.g., y =
Hn(x), we let x′ = 1 + int(KeccakN−1(x)) and y′ = int(y), and then x′ is a preimage of y′
of Rabinn.
For a reasonably large set S, computing preimages of Rabinn regarding S is still as hard
as factoring the integer n, since the factorization will be known after obtaining a constant
number of preimages on average. For example, for RSA-like moduli, the expected number
of preimages required is 2 [88].
Please note that Lemma 5.1 presents a simplified bound only for the case that n is not
factored by adversaries. If the factorization of n is known to adversaries, the one-wayness
of H is still guaranteed by Keccak.
Based on Lemma 5.1, we can investigate the one-wayness of the whole design of Pleco.
Theorem 5.1 (One-Wayness of Pleco). If Pleco and Hn use a same modulus n, then
we have
Adv
Pre(S)
Pleco(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Rabinn(A),
where S is a set containing all possible outputs of Pleco.
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Proof. Assume that a preimage of Pleco is found, then the preimage of the last Hh can
be obtained if we recompute the steps of Pleco before the last Hn. Thus, we have
Adv
Pre(S)
Pleco(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Hn (A),
which implies
Adv
Pre(S)
Pleco(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Rabinn(A),
due to Lemma 5.1.
For the preimage in the above theorem, we do not differentiate the two cases: 1)
a preimage containing both salt and pass, or 2) a preimage including only pass for a
pre-specified salt. For the second case, the first KeccakN−1 in Pleco can be seen as a
specialized Keccak instance, as the design of Keccak supports simply prepending a message
with a key to construct a message authentication code (MAC) algorithm [23]. Therefore,
an adversary’s advantage of recovering pass still satisfies the bound in Theorem 5.1, even
if salt is public or known to adversaries.
Next, let us consider the one-wayness of Plectron. If we assume that, in order to
invert Plectron, any adversary has to first invert Keccakhsize and then invert Pleco, we
can simply get a bound like
Adv
Pre(S)
Plectron(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Keccakhsize(A) ·Adv
Pre(S)
Pleco(A)
≤ AdvPre(S)Keccakhsize(A) ·Adv
Pre(S)
Rabinn(A).
However, it cannot be guaranteed that adversaries will always try to obtain the intermediate
value between Pleco and Keccakhszie. Consider the case where hsize is very small, say two
bits. After trying random passwords for four times, on average there will be one password
producing the 2-bit pre-specified hash tag. Therefore, in theory, we can only give the
following theorem on the one-wayness of Plectron.
Theorem 5.2 (One-Wayness of Plectron). If Hn and Plectron use a same modulus
n, then we have
Adv
Pre(S)
Plectron(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Keccakhsize(A),
where S is a set containing all possible outputs of Plectron.
Proof. Once a primage of Plectron is found, e.g.,
y = Plectron(n, s, p, tc,mc, hsize),
we compute
x = Pleco(n, s, p, tc,mc).
Then x is a preimage of y of Keccakhsize.
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As a cryptographic hash function, Keccak is designed to be preimage-resistant, which
means that for essentially all outputs, finding any input hashing to a pre-specified output
should be computationally infeasible [88, 105].
5.3.2 Collision Resistance
Collision and second-preimage resistances are also desirable when designing a password
hashing scheme. In this context, an occurrence of collision may result in two passwords
being hashed to the same tag, whereas a second-preimage implies that given a password
pass1, one may find the second one pass2 producing the same tag. It is easy to see that
if there exists an algorithm for constructing second-preimages, then it can also be used to
generate collisions, so the collision resistance implies the second-preimage resistance.
It is easy to see that once a collision of KeccakN−1 is found, then it will result in a
collision of Hn. Furthermore, if the outputs of Keccak contain two roots of Rabinn, then it
will also produce a collision of Hn. Therefore, the collision resistance of Hn is bounded by
properties of Rabinn and Keccak together.
Formally, we give the following security definition.
Definition 5.2. For a given function f , we define the advantage of an adversary A to find
a collision of f as
AdvCollf (A) def= Pr[x1, x2 ← Af : f(x1) = f(x2)].
To better analyze the collision resistance of Hn, we give the following the definitions.
Definition 5.3. For a given function f , we define the advantage of an adversary A to
obtain an output difference d as
Adv
Diff(d)
f (A) def= Pr[x1, x2 ← Af,d : f(x1) = d− f(x2)].
Definition 5.4. For a given positive composite integer m, we define the advantage of an
adversary A to obtain a non-trivial factor of m as
AdvFactm (A) def= Pr[x← Am : x|m, 1 < x < m].
This advantage AdvDiff(d)f (A) should be negligible for any secure cryptographic hash
function f , since these hash functions are designed to be indistinguishable from pseudo-
random functions.
Then we have the following lemma about collisions of Hn.
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Lemma 5.2 (Collision Resistance of Hn). For any adversary A, we have
AdvCollHn (A) ≤ AdvCollKeccakN−1(A) +Adv
Diff(n)
KeccakN−1(A) +AdvFactn (A),
where N = size(n).
Proof. Suppose a colliding pair x1 and x2 of Hn are found, i.e., Hn(x1) = Hn(x2). Let
r1 = KeccakN−1(x1) and r2 = KeccakN−1(x2). Then we have three cases:
• If r1 = r2, then a collision of KeccakN−1 is found;
• If r1 6= r2, let s1 = 1 + int(r1) and s2 = 1 + int(r2), and then:
– If s1 = n − s2, then a pair producing the output difference n of KeccakN−1 is
found;
– If s1 6= n− s2, then gcd(s1 − s2, n) is a non-trivial factor of n.
Therefore, the lemma holds.
As the previous discussion about Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 also gives a simplified bound
on collisions that satisfies our purpose of showing Hn to be secure. Even if n is factored,
it should still be hard to construct collisions of the whole Hn, since adversaries need to
control outputs of KeccakN−1 to be among roots corresponding to a same squaring value.
For example, for RSA-like moduli, there are only four roots mapping to one output.
Based on Lemma 5.2, we give the following theorem to characterize adversaries’ collision
advantage on Pleco.
Theorem 5.3 (Collision Resistance of Pleco). If the cost parameters, mcost and tcost,
of Pleco keep unchanged, and Hn and Pleco use a same N-bit modulus n, then we have
AdvCollPleco(A) ≤ AdvCollKeccakN−1(A) +Adv
Diff(n)
KeccakN−1(A) +AdvFactn (A).
Proof. Once a collision of Pleco is found, then there must exist a collision of the internal
hash function Hn. Thus, we have
AdvCollPleco(A) ≤ AdvCollHn (A).
Therefore, the theorem holds.
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Please note that if we use the original design of ROMix, i.e., XORing x and vk instead of
concatenating them together as input, the bound for collisions will be much more difficult
to be discovered and proven, because different intermediate values x1 and x2 may still yield
an identical input to the internal hash function Hn, e.g., x1 ⊕ vk1 = x2 ⊕ vk2 . However,
in the current design of Pleco, different x1 and x2 will never generate identical inputs to
Hn.
For Plectron, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 (Collision Resistance of Plectron). If the cost parameters and output hash
length, mcost, tcost and hsize, of Plectron keep unchanged, and Hn and Plectron use
a same N-bit modulus n, then we have
AdvCollPlectronn(A) ≤ AdvCollKeccakN−1(A) +Adv
Diff(n)
KeccakN−1(A) +AdvFactn (A)
+ AdvCollKeccakhsize(A).
Proof. If a collision of Plectron is found, e.g.,
Plectron(n, s1, p1, tc,mc, hsize)
= Plectron(n, s2, p2, tc,mc, hsize),
then we let {
t1 = Pleco(n, s1, p1, tc,mc)
t2 = Pleco(n, s2, p2, tc,mc)
.
We have the following two cases:
• If t1 = t2, then a collision of Pleco is found.
• If t1 6= t2, then a collision of Keccakhsize is found.
Therefore, we have
AdvCollPlectron(A) ≤ AdvCollPleco(A) +AdvCollKeccakhsize(A).
Thus, the theorem holds.
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5.3.3 Thwarting Parallel Brute-Force Attacks
Although the designs of Pleco and Plectron may be secure for random inputs in
theory, users’ passwords are usually weak and easily crackable by using parallel search
based on dedicated or custom-designed hardware, such as GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs.
Thus password hashing designs should thwart such attacks as much as possible.
The hardware such as GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs can feature thousands of cores for
parallel computation, but in return each core possesses very restrained memory space.
By using the structure of ROMix, the internal construction of Pleco (Lines 6-15 in Algo-
rithm 5.2) inherits scrypt’s security property of being sequential memory-hard. Pleco and
Plectron also provide a tunable memory parameter mcost to increase their memory cost
as desired. Although the design of Pleco is slightly different from ROMix, the security
proofs of ROMix can be easily transferred to here, since in the original proofs the internal
hash function is treated as a Random Oracle.
Please note that in scrypt, a structure called BlockMix is used to build an internal
hash function with wide input/output from a small function Salsa20 core [22]. However,
BlockMix is not necessary for Pleco since the input/output lengths of Hn are relatively
large. As a side benefit of omitting BlockMix, our scheme is simpler and easier for analysis,
when compared with scrypt.
5.3.4 Preventing Self-Similarity Attacks
An incremental counter ctr is prepended to the intermediate state of Pleco before each
invocation of Hn, which enables us to protect Pleco and Plectron from certain poten-
tial self-similarity attacks, such as fixed points or iterative patterns of Hn. The similar
technique is used in many other cryptographic designs, such as Keccak, PRESENT [28] and
PRINCE [31].
5.4 Other Extensions
In this section, we propose a number of variants and potential use cases of Pleco and
Plectron.
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5.4.1 Discrete-Logarithm-Based Hash Function
Gibson has proved that if factoring n is hard, the following discrete-logarithm-based hash
function
Gn(x) = gx mod n
is one-way and collision-free [53]2, where x is a positive integer and g is a generator of the
multiplicative group of integers modulo n. The security of this hash function is guaranteed
by the hardness of integer factorization, since a collision will lead to the factorization of n.
We define a new hash function
GHn(x) = strN(Gn(1 + int(KeccakN(x)))),
for a given positive integer n, where N = size(n). If Hn(x) in Pleco is replaced by
GHn(x), the security, especially the collision resistance, of Pleco and Plectron would
be further enhanced.
Lemma 5.3. For any adversary A, we have
Adv
Pre(S)
GHn (A) ≤ AdvFactn (A),
and
AdvCollGHn(A) ≤ AdvCollKeccakN (A) +AdvCollGn (A),
where S is a set consisting of certain outputs of GHn.
Proof. The proofs are similar to the ones for Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, so they are omitted
here.
It is easy to see that AdvCollGHn(A) is smaller than AdvCollHn (A), because AdvCollGn (A) here
should be equivalent to the term AdvPre(S)Rabinn(A) in Lemma 5.1, but AdvCollHn (A) has an extra
Adv
Diff(n)
KeccakN−1(A) (see Lemma 5.2).
We have the following theorem about using GHn in Pleco.
2It is claimed in [113] that this hash function was proposed by Shamir, and a simple proof was given
by Rivest.
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Theorem 5.5. Suppose the cost parameters, mcost and tcost, of Pleco keep unchanged,
and GHn and Pleco use a same N-bit modulus n. If replacing Hn by GHn in Pleco,
namely Pleco′, we will have
Adv
Pre(S)
Pleco′(A) ≤ AdvPre(S)Gn (A),
and
AdvCollPleco′(A) ≤ AdvCollKeccakN (A) +AdvCollGn (A),
where S is a set containing all possible outputs of Pleco′.
Proof. As the proofs for Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, the one-wayness and collision resistance of
Pleco′ are guaranteed by the security properties of GHn. Thus, the theorem holds.
For Plectron, if Hn is replaced by GHn, its one-wayness (Theorem 5.2) does not
change, but the bound for its collisions will be improved as Pleco.
Another benefit of using GHn instead of Hn is that Gn is proven to be secure for any
positive integer as input. Compared with Rabinn, whose security properties only consider
the inputs within the multiplicative group of integers modulo n, Gn allows much more
flexibility when we adopt it to design security schemes. For example, in the design of GHn,
the output length of Keccak may be equal to or larger than size(n); while in Hn, Keccak is
set to generate less than size(n) bits.
Although the discrete-logarithm-based hash function Gn is more secure and flexible, it
is much less efficient than Rabinn due to the slow modular exponentiation computations.
5.4.2 Using Publicly Auditable Modulus
As observed by Shamir in [114], the Rabin scheme cannot be efficiently inverted for any
modulus n with unknown factorization. As a result, large composite Mersenne numbers
of the form n = 2k − 1 with unknown factorization can be used as the modulus, which
enables efficient software implementation of Pleco and Plectron (see Section 5.5.2 for
performance comparison). A table summarizing the factorization of Mersenne numbers of
the formMk = 2k−1 is maintained by Leyland [79]. Certain interesting Mersenne numbers
that might be used as the moduli in Pleco and Plectron for different security levels3
are 21277 − 1, 22137 − 1, and 23049 − 1.
3Shamir has chosen a slightly longer Mersenne number as the modulus for the implementation of
SQUASH, because he expects that Mersenne numbers are easier to factor than general numbers. For more
details, please refer to [114]. Here we simply choose 21277− 1 since it has been used in [114], and 22137− 1
and 23049 − 1 as their bit-lengths are close to 2048 and 3072, respectively.
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Furthermore, RSA-like moduli might not be suitable if Pleco or Plectron are used
in cryptocurrencies for proofs of work, because RSA-like moduli must be generated by
someone. With the private knowledge of the factors of n, one may compute the hash
functions more efficiently than others (which is discussed in Section 5.5.3). By using
public composite numbers with unknown factors, we can eliminate potential trapdoors in
cryptocurrency systems.
One potential method to publicly generate moduli with unknown factorization is con-
structing the numbers called RSA-UFOs proposed by Sander in [109]. But RSA-UFOs may
be too large for practical applications, e.g., in order to be used as a 1024-bit modulus
it may require more than 40000 bits. Moreover, RSA-UFOs will inevitably contain many
known factors if they are generated by the method in [109]. Therefore, the performance
and security of RSA-UFOs still need more investigations.
5.4.3 Transforming Existing Hash Tags to Larger Cost Settings
For Pleco, its final output can re-enter the algorithm from Line 6 (Algorithm 5.2), which
is equivalent to increasing the time cost parameter tcost by one. During the additional
computations, we can also choose a larger memory parameter mcost. Under such circum-
stance, hash tags can be updated according to new cost settings without the knowledge of
original passwords.
5.4.4 Variants with More Efficient Software Implementations
In order to be easily and efficiently implemented in software, it is better for the modulus n
to have a size that is a multiple of computer word sizes. But under certain circumstances,
we cannot choose the size of n freely, e.g., using Mersenne composite numbers as moduli,
so we may need to make small changes to the original algorithms of Hn and Pleco to
achieve a better efficiency.
Let {
UB = w · dN/we
LB = w · (dN/we − 1) ,
where w is the desired word size and N is the size of the modulus n. Then we define the
following modified version of Hn.
RHn(x) = strUB(Rabinn(1 + int(KeccakLB(x))))
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By replacing Hn by RHn, the software performance may be improved, because oper-
ations are applied to a multiple of words. But if the inputs into Rabinn are so small that
their squaring results do not need to be modulo n, then adversaries can easily compute
the original inputs. The smaller LB is, the higher the probability of Rabinn getting such
inputs will be. Therefore, LB should not be too small.
To unify lengths of internal variables, we may simply substitute LB with UB, and get
the following hash function.
RH′n(x) = strUB(Rabinn(1 + int(KeccakUB(x))))
The collision probability ofRH′n will be higher, as there are inputs larger than n that cause
collisions, e.g., Rabinn(x + n) = Rabinn(x). However, the overall security of the password
hashing scheme may still be acceptable, since it will be difficult to construct inputs with
such additional differences through Keccak.
It is also possible to remove the plus-one operation in Hn, i.e., defining the following
function to replace Hn.
SHn(x) = strN(Rabinn(int(KeccakN−1(x))))
There is a negligible chance that KeccakN−1(x) outputs zero, and the result of SHn will
be an all-zero string. If we treat Keccak as a pseudorandom function, this probability will
be 1/2N−1. Even if this incident happens, it will likely disappear when SHn is iterated
for multiple times with an incremental counter. Henceforth, the security level of the entire
design of Pleco should not be influenced.
5.5 Performance Analysis
In this section, we discuss the time and memory costs of Pleco and Plectron.
5.5.1 Tunable Time and Memory Costs
The designs of Pleco and Plectron provide two parameters, tcost and mcost, for ap-
plications to tune their time and memory consumptions.
The parameter mcost adjusts the amount of memory that needs to be present during
the computations of Pleco and Plectron. The memory usage is expected to be around
size(n) ·mcost
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bits. Due to the sequential memory-hard property inherited from ROMix, without having
such amount of memory, the computation time of Pleco and Plectron will increase
significantly.
The parameter tcost has limited ability to adjust the time usage of Pleco and Plec-
tron, since the total time cost also relies on the memory usage. To complete a full
computation of Pleco, it requires
2 ·mcost · tcost + tcost + 1
invocations of Hn. Plectron needs one more invocation of Keccak than Pleco.
Although our work only aims to provide flexible solutions that can be tuned by users
or developers for different applications, we would like to discuss a little bit about how to
choose cost parameters properly in practice. At the time of writing, the graphic cards
(GPUs) on the market have up to thousands of cores and several gigabytes of memory, so
each core may have couples of megabytes of memory on average. FPGA or ASIC based
circuits usually have less memory per core than GPUs. Therefore, in order to effectively
thwart capital-rich attackers for building large-scale searching circuits, the memory usage of
password-hashing or proof-of-work algorithms should require tens of megabytes of memory
at minimum, e.g., tcost ≥ 216 for Pleco and Plectron. Consider the design of Litecoin,
in which scrypt is configured to consume only 128 kilobytes of memory. In our opinion, 128
kilobytes are too conservative, and thus cannot fully remove the advantages of attackers
equipped with dedicated hardware.
For the choices of the time cost parameter tcost, it should be fine to stay with the
minimum numbers, say 1 or 2, unless certain memory-constrained application scenarios
want more control on the computation time.
5.5.2 Efficiency of Software Implementations
Pleco and Plectron are built upon well-established cryptographic primitives, and their
implementations have been studied for years. The modular squaring operation is the basis
for efficient implementations of RSA encryption/signature widely used in TLS/SSL, and
Keccak is designed to be efficient in both software and hardware.
We have tested our initial implementations of Pleco and Plectron on a 2.6 GHz
Intel Core i7 processor for 80-, 112-, and 128-bit security levels. For each security level, an
RSA-like modulus n = p · q as well as a Mersenne number with a similar bit-length (see
Table 5.1) are chosen as the moduli in Pleco and Plectron, in order for performance
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comparisons (see Table 5.2). We set mcost = 216 when profiling the software performance,
which means the programs will consume 216size(n)-bit memory, i.e., around 17 MB for
Pleco/Plectron using the modulus 22137 − 1. We have also tested scrypt on the same
machine, using the configuration (N = 214, r = 8, p = 1) that yields a similar memory
usage as Pleco/Plectron with 2048-bit moduli, and it takes 35 ms to compute scrypt.
Table 5.1: Modulus choices for different security strengths.
Security Size of RSA-Like Mersenne
Strength Modulus (in bits) Number
80-bit 1024 21277 − 1
112-bit 2048 22137 − 1
128-bit 3072 23049 − 1
Table 5.2: Software performance of Pleco/Plectron with tcost = 1 and mcost = 216.
Modulus Pleco Plectron
Size (in bits) RSA-like Mersenne RSA-like Mersenne
1024 / 1277 0.684 s 0.538 s 0.686 s 0.540 s
2048 / 2137 2.215 s 1.185 s 2.235 s 1.203 s
3072 / 3049 4.355 s 2.135 s 4.358 s 2.146 s
The performance data in Table 5.2 shows that as the modulus size grows, the running
time of the algorithms Pleco/Plectron will increase (along with the memory usage),
and computation of the Rabinn part will gradually dominate the running time. Moreover,
using Mersenne numbers as moduli will yield more efficient computations than choosing
RSA-like ones.
Although slowness is somehow desirable in password hashing designs for thwarting
large-scale password searching, we should consistently improve the time efficiency of the
implementations of Pleco and Plectron. For example, by reducing the computation
time of Hn, we will have more flexibility for the time parameter tcost. Moreover, attackers
are always trying to speed up their searching methods, so there is no reason why legitimate
users or servers should stick to under-optimized implementations.
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5.5.3 Shortcut with Private Information
It would be very attractive if password hashing algorithms could support private parameters
or keys to speed up hashing computations. For example, legitimate servers with certain
private information may compute or verify hash tags faster than the attackers who have
obtained only salts and hash tags. In this way, the servers will save time and hardware
costs without risking too much about the overall security.
Due to the nature of the modular exponentiation operation, if we know the factorization
of the modulus n, e.g., knowing p and q for n = pq, the computation can be finished with
less time, by using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). Such performance gain might
not be obvious for Rabinn, as its operations are simple. But if the discrete-logarithm-
based hash function, Gn(x) = gx mod n, is used in Hn, the computation will be greatly
accelerated if the factors of n are known. But p and q should be kept securely as always,
e.g., being encrypted or stored in a hardware security module.
Note that even if p and q are leaked to attackers, the overall security of Pleco and
Plectron still has Keccak as a “fail-safe”. With the private information, attackers can
compute Pleco or Plectron as efficient as legitimate servers, but the brute-force search
for the original passwords may still be a must.
5.6 Comparisons with Other Password Hashing Algo-
rithms
In this section, we analyze several other hashing designs and compare them with Pleco
and Plectron. Especially, many new designs have been proposed recently, since an open
password hashing competition (PHC) is currently ongoing [4]. We only include couples of
designs from the competition submissions to be discussed here, which may be the most
typical ones or relevant to ours.
5.6.1 scrypt
As we have mentioned in Section 5.1.2, scrypt presents the idea along with the first concrete
design of sequential memory-hard algorithms. The internal structure of our designs Pleco
and Plectron are based on ROMix of scrypt.
However, the overall design of scrypt is complicated. It uses BlockMix and the Salsa20/8
core [22] to construct an internal hash function to be used in ROMix, and adopts PBKDF2
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with HMAC and SHA256 to process the first and final messages. Therefore, it might be
error-prone for developers to implement scrypt due to the involvement of multiple crypto-
graphic primitives and complicated structures.
Moreover, although the internal structure ROMix is proven to be sequential memory-
hard, there are no security proofs for the overall design of scrypt. Especially, the Salsa20/8
core is not collision-resistant, so it appears that scrypt can hardly be proven to be collision-
resistant, which might leave scrypt certain weaknesses in some application scenarios.
5.6.2 Makwa
Makwa is a password hashing function designed by Pornin [99]. To the best of our knowl-
edge it is the only design proposed in the PHC that adopts asymmetric-key cryptographic
operations. Makwa uses an RSA/Rabin-like operation that the intermediate value x is
raised to the degree of 2w+ 1, i.e., y = x2w+1, where w is a time/work cost parameter and
n is a Blum integer serving as a modulus.
Makwa is not designed to be memory-hard, and thus has very limited ability to thwart
brute-force password searching based on special hardware.
5.6.3 Catena
Catena is designed by Forler et al., as a provably secure password scrambler that can be
used for key derivation or proof of work/space [52].
The one-wayness of Catena is guaranteed by its underlying hash function; while the
security of Pleco is assured by both Keccak and the hard problem of integer factorization.
In order to avoid the random memory access pattern that makes cache-timing attacks
possible [19], Catena does not employ sequential memory-hard structures like ROMix. In-
stead, Catena provides a new memory-hard property called λ-memory-hard, which focuses
more on single-core settings and does not provide much resistance to parallel attacks with
dedicated circuits. However, in cache-timing attacks, adversaries may need to fully or par-
tially control victims’ host machines in order to accurately measure timings, which is a
difficult requirement. Thus, in our view, being sequential memory-hard is more desirable
than avoiding cache-timing attacks, if these two goals are not achievable in one design of
password hashing.
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5.6.4 SQUASH
SQUASH is a challenge-response protocol for RFIDs designed by Shamir [114], and aims
to provide provable security based on the Rabin cryptosystem. In SQUASH, a challenge
is first mixed with a secret, and then processed by an optimized implementation of Ra-
bin encryption scheme with a Mersenne number as its modulus. Our idea of combining
symmetric-key and asymmetric-key cryptographic algorithms originates from the design of
SQUASH.
Ouafi and Vaudenay has shown that SQUASH is insecure if the mixing function is
linear [97]. Pleco and Plectron should not suffer from the same weakness, because the
cryptographic hash function Keccak is employed as a mixing function.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed two provably secure password hashing algorithms, Pleco
and Plectron. They are built upon well-studied cryptographic primitives, such as 1) a
provably one-way function Rabinn based on the hard problem of integer factorization, 2) the
SHA-3 hash competition winner Keccak, and 3) the sequential memory-hard construction
ROMix. We have proved that Pleco and Plectron inherit the security properties of
Rabinn, Keccak and ROMix, i.e., one-wayness, collision resistance and sequential memory-
hardness. The designs of Pleco and Plectron provide two parameters tcost and mcost
that can be tuned for time and memory consumptions in different application scenarios.
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Chapter 6
Designing Password-less or Two-Factor
Authentication Mechanisms
Two-factor authentication is an effective method for enhancing the security of entity au-
thentication mechanisms in cloud systems, as we have introduced in Section 1.2.3. This
chapter presents our security framework, Loxin, for password-less or two-factor authenti-
cation. Section 6.1 gives the detailed description of the Loxin framework, followed by the
security analysis of Loxin presented in Section 6.2. We discuss several potential extensions
of the Loxin framework for a wide range of applications in Section 6.3, and demonstrate
that how to implement Loxin in practice to tackle the MintChip Challenge in Section 6.4.
Section 6.5 gives a brief analysis of other two-factor or password-less authentication solu-
tions. Finally, Section 6.6 summarizes the chapter.
6.1 Design of Loxin
This section describes the detailed design of Loxin, including the mechanisms to perform
registration, authentication and revocation.
6.1.1 Architecture
The architecture of Loxin consists of the following components.
Loxin App
A software application installed on users’ mobile devices.
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Loxin Server
A backend server for Loxin’s service, which stores the registration information about
the Loxin App.
Certificate Authority (CA)
A trusted public-key certificate authority.
Identity Provider (IDP)
A trusted identity provider, such as an email account provider.
Push Message Service (PMS)
A third-party service that can send notifications to users’ mobile devices. Such
services include Google Cloud Messaging for Android [58] and Apple Push Notification
Service [11].
The adoption of the PMS makes the whole authentication process more convenient and
user-friendly, but it is possible to complete the entire authentication process without the
PMS. Possible extensions to achieve this are discussed in Section 6.3.
6.1.2 Registration Process
Once the Loxin App is installed, it will perform a one-time registration process as illus-
trated in Figure 6.1. The detailed steps are described below.
Step 1. Obtain a public-key certificate from the CA.
Step 1.1 The Loxin App generates a public-private key pair, where PK is the public key
and SK is the private key. The Loxin App prompts the user to choose or enter
an ID (e.g., an email address) and then sends ID and PK to the CA.
Step 1.2 The CA first communicates with the IDP and verifies the user’s ID, such as
sending a verification email to the claimed address. This step is simplified in
Figure 6.1, since the details may vary for different providers.
Step 1.3 Once the user’s ID is verified, the CA sends its signed certificate Cert(ID,PK),
containing both ID and PK, back to the Loxin App.
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Certificate
Authority (CA) Loxin Server
Push Message
Service (PMS)
Identity
Provider (IDP)
Step 1.2
Step 1.1
Step 1.3
Step 2.1
Step 2.2
Step 3.1
Step 3.2
Step 3.3
Figure 6.1: Registration process of Loxin.
Step 1 is only required to be completed once. After that, the user can authenticate him-
self/herself to other cloud services by using this ID. Please note that the private key SK
should be securely stored, and never be released outside the Loxin App.
Step 2. Register to the PMS.
Step 2.1 The Loxin App sends a registration request to the PMS.
Step 2.2 The PMS verifies the request and sends back certain credentials. These credentials
can be used by other software and services to send messages to the Loxin App via
the PMS. Here we simply use a token Tok to represent all the PMS credentials.
Step 3. Register to the Loxin Server securely.
Step 3.1 The Loxin App sends a registration request, which contains Cert(PK, ID) and
Tok, to the Loxin Server.
Step 3.2 The Loxin Server responses with a random number Rreg and an expiration time
Treg for this request.
Step 3.3 The Loxin App signs ID, Tok, Rreg and Treg with its private key SK. The
signature
Sigreg(ID,Tok, Rreg, Treg)
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Figure 6.2: Authentication process of Loxin.
is sent to and verified by the Loxin Server. If the signature is valid, the Loxin
Server stores the pair (ID,Tok) into its database for later use.
Steps 2 and 3 may need to be executed multiple times for updating Tok when the
network environment changes. However, those steps can be performed in background
without users’ interactions.
6.1.3 Authentication Process
Using Loxin, users can authenticate their pre-owned identities to various cloud services
even without pairing with or registering to those services first. This feature is able to
shorten or remove registration processes and make cloud services more user-friendly.
When a user wants to access (e.g., log in to) a cloud service from his/her computer
by using Loxin (see Figure 6.2), a backend server of the cloud service will generate a
random challenge for the user, and the Loxin Server will forward the challenge to the
Loxin App via the PMS. Upon receiving the user’s manual permission, the Loxin App
will sign the challenge with the private key SK and send the signature to the cloud service
for verification. The authentication process is illustrated in Figure 6.2 and detailed below.
Step 1. The user enters and submits only ID to the cloud service.
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Step 2. The cloud service generates a random number Rauth, an expiration time Tauth, and a
callback address URL for this authentication request. In addition, a cryptographic
hash value
tag = hash(ID, Rauth, Tauth,URL)
is computed and displayed on the user’s computer. The hash value may be rep-
resented by certain formats, such as figures or colorful barcodes, other than plain
strings, so it can easily be visually checked by the user.
Step 3. The cloud service sends ID, Rauth, Tauth, and URL to the Loxin Server.
Step 4. The Loxin Server searches ID in its database in order to retrieve the corresponding
Tok. Then the Loxin Server uses Tok to send Rauth, Tauth, and URL to the PMS.
Step 5. The PMS forwards Rauth, Tauth, and URL to the user’s Loxin App.
Step 6. The Loxin App recomputes the hash value tag based on the received ID, Rauth,
Tauth, and URL. The Loxin App prompts the user to verify the correctness of
basic authentication information, and compare the figures or barcodes shown on
the computer and the Loxin App (see Figure 6.3 for an example).
Figure 6.3: An example confirmation dialog of the Loxin App.
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Once tag and other information are approved, the Loxin App computes the sig-
nature
Sigauth(ID, Rauth, Tauth,URL)
with the private key SK, and then sends Sigauth and Cert(ID,PK) to the cloud
service’s address URL.
Step 7. After verifying Cert(ID,PK) and Sigauth together with Rauth and Tauth, the cloud
service grants access to the user.
Requiring users to confirm the hash tags is to “bind” together different communication
channels, i.e., the web requests made from the computer and the push message received by
the Loxin App; otherwise the user may not have an easy way to differentiate legitimate
authentication requests and the requests made by adversaries. Section 6.5.5 discusses an
example that fails to bind different communication channels and makes attacks possible.
As the step to manually confirm the hash tags may not be very user-friendly, we can
choose certain alternative approaches to bind communication channels. One potential
solution is splitting Step 6 of the authentication process into two steps. Firstly, once an
authentication request is received by the Loxin App and approved by the user, the Loxin
App sends an initial message without the signature Sigauth to the address URL. When
the cloud service provider receives the initial message, the cloud service interface, e.g., a
web page, shown on the user’s computer should be updated in a specific way in order to
indicate that the cloud service has received the initial message. The second step is that
after confirming the cloud service interface update, the user instructs the Loxin App to
send the signature Sigauth with other related information to the cloud service provider.
If the user does not see the interface update on his/her computer, he/she should not
confirm the authentication request or continue to send the signature. In this way, different
communication channels are bound by the two steps, which may make the authentication
process more user-friendly. However, this splitting-step method might pose other security
concerns, e.g., URL must be unique and infeasible to be guessed, which requires more
considerations, so this chapter still focuses on the setting that users will always faithfully
compare the displayed hash tags and verify authentication requests.
6.1.4 Revocation Mechanisms
If a user’s phone is lost, the private key SK stored in the Loxin App might be compromised.
In this case, the user needs to contact the CA to revoke the certificate of the corresponding
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public key PK. For example, if the CA allows only one certificate for each ID, the user may
go through the registration process (see Section 6.1.2) again to revoke the old certificate.
Contacting the CA to revoke the lost certificate may be time-consuming, and the user’s
email account may be compromised as well if the mobile device is lost. One potential
solution to expedite the revocation process is authenticating to the Loxin Server by using
certain biological information, such as the fingerprint authentication information provided
by iPhone’s Touch ID [12]. Once the Loxin Server receives the revocation request, it will
block further authentication requests associated with the PK. The biological information
may also be used by the CA to verify users in order to revoke certificates.
The other possible method is generating a second pair of public and private keys, PK’
and SK’, during the registration process. This second key pair should be stored out of the
mobile device, e.g., printing on a paper, for security considerations. If the user’s primary
secret key SK may be leaked, the user can authenticate his/her identity by using PK’ and
SK’ to the Loxin server or the CA.
In order to minimize the risk that the user’s private key is used by adversaries, certain
countermeasures should be deployed, e.g., requiring a fingerprint scan on iPhone’s Touch
ID sensor or a short PIN to access the Loxin App, and limiting the number of retrials.
Please note that adding a PIN will make the application less convenient, but it is still much
more user-friendly than remembering and entering long passwords.
6.2 Security Analysis
This section aims to analyze the security of Loxin. In addition, several methods are
provided to further enhance the security of Loxin.
6.2.1 Defeating Man-in-the-Middle Attacks
In order to guarantee that the tag displayed on the computer is really the one generated
by the cloud service provider, the Internet connection between the cloud service and the
user’s computer should be well protected by certain secure transport layer such as TLS.
Next, tag shown by the Loxin App will be compared by the user with the one shown on
the computer, and thus ensure both Rauth and Tauth are not replaced by any adversary
in the middle. As long as the tag shown on the web page is genuine and matches with
the one displayed on the Loxin App, disclosure of the request information transmitted in
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the authentication process will not affect the authenticity of the authentication process.
Therefore, man-in-the-middle attacks cannot gain benefits for attackers.
6.2.2 Defeating Replay Attacks
Both registration and authentication processes involve a random number to prevent replay
attacks. The random numbers are recommended to be at least 128 bits, such that it is
infeasible for attackers to obtain two requests with a same random number in order to
re-send the eavesdropped public-key signatures to impersonate the user.
Besides the random number, an expiration time is also included in the registration and
authentication processes, which will keep the whole system safe even if a random number
collision occurs in the long term.
6.2.3 Defeating Server Compromises
Since the private key SK never leaves the Loxin App, any backend server or cloud service
does not have the knowledge of SK. Therefore, as long as the IDP and CA are secure, even
if Loxin’s backend servers are compromised, attackers will not be able to authenticate
themselves to other cloud services.
6.2.4 Further Security Enhancements
One method to enhancing the security of Loxin is to sign the user’s ID and public-key PK
by multiple CAs. In this case, adversaries have to compromise all these CAs to generate
a fake certificate. Additionally, if one CA does not update its revocation list promptly,
cloud service providers can still check with other CAs. The other benefit is that the entire
Loxin service will not be controlled by a single CA, also known as vendor lock-in, since
CAs work equivalently in the Loxin framework.
The other security enhancement is the public-key pinning, i.e., users’ certificates are
required to be signed by a small group of specific CAs. This will prevent dishonest CAs,
whose root certificates have already been embedded in various operating systems, from
creating fake certificates for Loxin.
If any users or organizations need a higher level of security, e.g., for protecting business
secrets, hardware security modules (HSMs) can be used with Loxin. A HSM exposes only
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necessary interfaces, such as signature computation and verification, to operating systems
and applications, which will minimize the possibility of leaking the private key SK.
6.2.5 Security Limitation
As we mentioned before, the Loxin system gives the ability of using one user’s pre-owned
ID to access other cloud services, and the ID has to be authenticated by the IDP during
the registration process (see Figure 6.1). For example, if one uses an email address as ID,
the address may be authenticated via the email service provider to the CA. Therefore, the
security of the Loxin system still relies on the trustworthiness of the IDP. In this sense, the
security of Loxin is similar to that of OpenID. Nevertheless, Loxin allows cloud service
providers to directly verify the users’ signatures by public-key certificates without the help
from the IDP, which improves scalability and reduces network protocol latency. Moreover,
the protocols of Loxin enable a user to securely complete authentication from multiple
devices easily with one smart phone.
6.3 Application Extensions
This section presents several methods to extend the original design of Loxin for a wide
range of applications.
6.3.1 Two-Factor Authenticator
Loxin is fully compatible with traditional password-based authentication schemes, which
means that even if users initially do not trust the security of the Loxin system, they can
still use Loxin as a convenient security enhancement, i.e., a two-factor authenticator.
This may help smoothing the adoption process of Loxin in early stages. Service
providers can first add Loxin as a two-factor security enhancement, and then give users
the option to use Loxin as the sole authentication method.
6.3.2 Local Authentication
Typing passwords is particularly painful on the relatively small screen of a smart phone.
The Loxin App can also be used to authenticate other applications installed on the smart
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phone. In this special case, the authentication process of Loxin can be executed locally
without involving the Loxin Server or PMS. An application can broadcast a local authen-
tication request within the phone, and once the Loxin App receives the request it can
reply a proper signature upon the user’s approval.
6.3.3 Authentication via Barcode
If the Loxin Server or PMS is oﬄine, the authentication request from the cloud service will
not reach the user in time. In this case, the cloud service can display a barcode (e.g., a QR
code) to the user on the computer, which contains all the necessary information about the
request. After scanning the barcode, the Loxin App can send the authentication signature
to the cloud service directly. This method prevents the whole authentication process from
the potential single point of failure of the Loxin Server.
6.3.4 Pairing without ID
It is possible to use the Loxin service even without first telling the user’s ID to cloud service
providers. For example, after scanning the barcode as described in the previous subsection,
the Loxin App will send the user’s public-key certificate along with the signature, and
then the cloud service can retrieve ID from the certificate. Thus the user does not need to
manually enter ID during the entire authentication process. In the original design described
in Section 6.1.3, it is possible to utilize some other factors, such as geographic and network
information, to pair the Loxin App with the cloud service.
6.4 Loxin in Practice – Tackling the MintChip Chal-
lenge
In this section, we apply the Loxin security framework to build a password-less mobile
payment solution called EasyChip for tackling the real-world MintChip Challenge [89]
organized by the Royal Canadian Mint. With Loxin in place, a user can complete online
transactions without creating additional accounts with multiple merchants, thereby offering
an innovative password-less online payment service.
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6.4.1 The MintChip Challenge
In 2012, the Canadian federal government announced in its budget that it would withdraw
the penny from circulation in the fall of 2012. As a quick response, the Royal Canadian
Mint unveiled its digital alternative called MintChip [89] to coinage and small bank denom-
inations, and simultaneously launched the MintChip Challenge contest to encourage the
development of novel applications based on MintChip.
A MintChip, as illustrated in Figure 6.4, is a secure smart card chip that can be encapsu-
lated into different form factors (e.g., a MicroSD card) for easier connections to computers
and mobile devices. The MintChip securely holds electronic money and enables a protocol
to transfer it from one chip to another. The main goal of the MintChip is to facilitate small-
value transactions, such as micro-transactions (under $10) and nano-transactions (under
$1). Unlike existing digital wallets, such as Google Wallet [54] and Apple Pay [10], where
customers’ financial information (e.g., credit/debit card) is stored into an embedded secure
element or in the cloud, MintChip does not have any link to your bank account or credit
card and no personal data is exchanged during a transaction.
Figure 6.4: A pair of MintChip’s (centre) and accessories from the Royal Canadian Mint.
6.4.2 The EasyChip Solution
To tackle the MintChip Challenge, we have developed EasyChip [122], an Android applica-
tion for password-less mobile payment based on the Loxin security framework presented in
Section 6.1. Using the EasyChip application on a smart phone, a password-less payment
process works as described below.
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Registration
In the Loxin framework, the Loxin App needs to first obtain a public-key certificate
from the CA. However, the MintChip inside a smart phone has already contained a unique
64-bit MintChip ID, a preloaded private/public RSA key pair, and the associated X.509
public-key certificate issued by the MintChip CA. Therefore, Steps 1.1 – 1.3 in the Loxin
registration procedure can be omitted. Secondly, the EasyChip App selects/creates an
existing/new email account and registers it to Google Cloud Messaging for Android for the
push message service. Finally, the EasyChip App registers to the backend server with
the email account, the MintChip ID, the MintChip certificate, and the push message service
token as described in Steps 3.1 – 3.3 of the Loxin security framework.
Authentication and Payment
Figure 6.5: A customer has submitted his/her email address.
A complete MintChip payment always involves two MintChip devices, namely a sender
and a receiver. Moreover, the receiver’s MintChip ID must be known by the sender. When
a customer (i.e., a sender) wants to purchase a product from a merchant website (i.e., a
receiver), the customer first enters the email address associated with the EasyChip App,
as shown in Figure 6.5.
The merchant’s web server, which is equipped with another MintChip, generates a
MintChip Request message that contains the information such as the receiver’s MintChip
ID, the amount to pay, a URL specifying where the payment should be sent to, a random
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challenge, etc. The MintChip Request message and the customer’s email address will be
sent to the Loxin Server. Upon receiving the message, the Loxin Server looks up its
database with the customer’s email address and retrieves the push message service token.
Then the Loxin Server pushes the MintChip Request message to the customer’s smart
phone through the PMS, as shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: The payment requires the approval by the user.
When the customer confirms the payment request, the MintChip inside the customer’s
smart phone will immediately generate a signed MintChip Value message using the RSA
signature scheme and send it back to the merchant’s web server. After verifying the
received MintChip certificate and digital signature, the payment will be processed (see
Figure 6.7). Note that the entire authentication and payment processes follow the Loxin
security framework, and the customer does not need to enter any password.
6.5 Comparisons with Other Authentication Mechanisms
In this section, we analyze several other authentication mechanisms, and also provide their
comparisons with Loxin.
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Figure 6.7: The online transaction has completed.
6.5.1 RSA SecurID
RSA SecurID is a well-established product in the two-factor authentication market, which
is a hardware token with a small screen showing a pseudorandom authentication code in
every minute [106]. Each RSA SecurID shares a secret seed with its backend server. When
a user submits the authentication code to a cloud service, the service provider will compute
the number based on their own knowledge of the secret seed and then compare it with the
one submitted by the user.
If the servers of RSA SecurID are compromised, attackers can compute any pseudoran-
dom authentication codes after obtaining their secret seeds. In fact, this kind of incidents
did happen in 2011 [37], which renders RSA SecurID less effective to serve as a secure two-
factor authentication mechanism. Moreover, RSA SecurID also has a usability issue and
users have to carry the extra hardware device. In addition, different cloud services usually
do not share an identical secret seed, so user may be required to have multiple devices
associated with various service providers.
6.5.2 Google Authenticator
Google Authenticator [64] is a software solution to the usability issue of RSA SecurID. It
replaces the hardware device of RSA SecurID by a software application on users’ mobile
devices, and can be paired with many service providers such that users do not need to
carry multiple devices.
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However, Google Authenticator still shares seeds with its backend servers, and is required
to be manually paired with each service provider similarly as RSA SecurID, which is not
user-friendly when compared with Loxin.
6.5.3 Kerberos
Kerberos is a symmetric-key cryptography based protocol that allows users authenticate
their identities to services by the help of a central Kerberos server [95]. A ticket will be
issued by the central server for a specific service when the user wants to access the service.
Kerberos apparently suffers from single point of failure of the central Kerberos server.
In addition, although a public-key cryptography based initial authentication extension is
proposed in [129], the ticket issued in Kerberos system is still produced by symmetric-key
algorithms. Thus once the database of the Kerberos server is compromised, the credentials
of all users will be in danger.
6.5.4 Pico
Pico is a hardware solution proposed by Stajano in 2011 [117], which serves as a replacement
of password-based authentications. Pico is recommended to be a dedicated device with
capabilities such as a camera and a radio. It is hard to manufacture, and is required to be
carried by users all the time. Moreover, Pico has to be paired with each application in a
similar way as RSA SecurID and Google Authenticator.
6.5.5 Twitter’s Two-Factor Authentication
Recently, Twitter upgraded its mobile applications to support a public-key cryptography
based two-factor authentication solution [116], which has a similar idea as Loxin in the
sense that the web server sends a login challenge to the user and requires it to be signed
by the private key stored in the smart phone application.
As mentioned in [14], the design of Twitter’s two-factor authentication mechanism has
a security hazard that users cannot tell the differences between the fake login requests
initiated by adversaries and the real ones by the users themselves, since the smart phone
application does not provide the user with detailed information about login requests. The
hash value tag used in the Loxin system can be adopted to defeat this kind of attacks.
Moreover, the public key is only paired with Twitter, which is similar to the method of
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Pico. To provide single-sign-on service to other service providers, the public key needs to
be properly signed by trusted third-party CAs.
6.5.6 Mozilla Persona
Persona (formerly BrowserID) is a decentralized single-sign-on system developed by Mozilla
for users and websites to release the burden of creating and managing passwords [94].
Persona adopts users’ email addresses as identities and issues public-key certificates for
these emails.
However, the design of Persona aims to provide in-browser solution and stores the
public-key certificate in the local space of a browser. Therefore, to use on multiple devices,
Persona may need to be set up many times, which is not as convenient as Loxin. With
the help of push message services, Loxin allows a user to store his/her private key in a
smart phone and access many services on multiple computers or devices.
6.5.7 PhoneAuth
PhoneAuth is a user-friendly two-factor authentication mechanism proposed in 2012 [38].
The authentication request is automatically signed by the smart phone application, if the
user’s smart phone is present and can be connected to the computer via Bluetooth. The
whole two-factor authentication process does not need the user’s interaction.
However, PhoneAuth requires the web browser to be capable of sending data to the
user’s smart phone via a Bluetooth connection. The authors of [38] managed to achieve
this function by developing an extension for the Chromium web browser. Regular web
browsers without any modifications do not have such abilities, and it would be dangerous
to open a web interface of physically accessing users’ smart phones.
6.5.8 Duo Push
Duo Push is a commercial software application developed by Duo Security [46], which aims
to provide a two-factor authentication with push message capabilities. However, the design
details of Duo Push are not disclosed. Moreover, the authentication status of a user in Duo
Push depends on the response from the verification servers of Duo Security, which makes
Duo Push unsuitable for replacing password-based authentication solutions used by other
companies and organizations. Furthermore, the systems integrated with Duo Push may
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have the single point of failure, as users will not be able to access cloud services if the
verification servers of Duo Security are not working properly or being compromised.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed an authentication framework called Loxin. We have
demonstrated that Loxin is secure against man-in-the-middle attacks and replay attacks.
In particular, even if the servers of Loxin are compromised by attackers, the private keys
of users are still safe and thus attackers cannot impersonate the users. This special feature
makes Loxin an attractive security solution for password-less or two-factor authentication.
Several methods have also been proposed to extend Loxin for using in different application
scenarios, and for avoiding single point of failure as well as vendor lock-in. We have also
developed EasyChip, an Android application following the Loxin security framework, to
demonstrate the power of Loxin for building a real-world password-less mobile payment
solution.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis and discusses several potential topics for future research.
7.1 Conclusions and Our Contributions
The salient features of cloud systems, such as scalability, flexibility, reliability, and low
costs, have attracted a huge number of customers. More and more organizations and
companies are outsourcing their computation, storage and network needs to cloud-based
solutions. Due to the nature of cloud computing, such as resource sharing/pooling and
web-based remote connections, security plays an important role in cloud system designs.
Cloud service providers need to protect authenticity and confidentiality of customers’ data
transmitted to and stored in the cloud, and prevent unauthorized access of customers’
resources. This thesis has investigated various authentication and encryption algorithms
that protect cloud systems, including
• modes of operation for data encryption and authentication,
• block ciphers for encryption,
• password hashing algorithms for password-based authentication and key derivation
functions, and
• password-less or two-factor authentication mechanisms.
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Table 7.1: Main functionalities of the studied algorithms.
Algorithms Authentication Encryption
Modes of operation X X
Block ciphers X
Password hashing X
Password-less/two-factor X
Table 7.2: Positions of our work in the thesis.
Algorithms Analysis Design
Modes of operation Chapter 3 Section 2.3
Block ciphers Chapter 4
Password hashing Section 5.2
Password-less/two-factor Section 6.5 Section 6.1
The main functionalities of these algorithms are summarized in Table 7.1, and the positions
of our work on either analysis or design of these algorithms are listed in Table 7.2.
We list our contributions for each topic as follows.
• Authenticated encryption modes of operation:
– We have proposed a simple change to repair GCM in order to avoid the security
proof flaw discovered by Iwata et al. The security bounds of the revised algo-
rithm, called LGCM, are tighter than the original ones of GCM by a factor of
about 220 for non-96-bit nonces.
– We have presented two alternative methods for implementing LGCM such that
LGCM has better resistance against timing-based side-channel attacks.
– We have demonstrated that hash collisions are not necessary for constructing
forgeries of certain polynomial-based MAC schemes like the one adopted in
GCM. This discovery removes certain restrictions in the attacks proposed by
Procter and Cid.
– We have proven that all authentication key sets with no less than two elements
are weak key classes for GCM-like polynomial-based MAC schemes, which is an
extension to Procter and Cid’s analysis result.
– We have shown that due to a special structure of GCM, these forgery attacks can
be turned into birthday attacks, which will significantly increase their success
probabilities.
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– We have indicated that these forgery attacks can still work even if GCM is
changed to the MAC-then-Enc paradigm, as one of the methods proposed by
the previous studies, for further securing GMAC.
Considering the birthday attacks together with the flaw found by Iwata et al., we
recommend that we should avoid using GCM with non-96-bit nonces. However, if
non-96-bit nonces are preferred in certain applications, our revised algorithm LGCM
is recommended.
• Block ciphers:
– We have proposed a new framework, namely multidimensional meet-in-the-
middle attack, to analyze symmetric-key ciphers by segmenting algorithms into
consecutive sub-ciphers. This framework is suitable for lightweight ciphers with
simple key schedules and block sizes smaller than key lengths.
– Following this framework, we have devised new attacks that can recover the mas-
ter keys of 175-round KATAN32, 130-round KATAN48, and 112-round KATAN64
faster than exhaustive search. These new attacks can reach more rounds than
the existing attacks.
– We have also provided new attacks on 115-round KATAN32 and 100-round
KATAN48 in order to demonstrate that this new kind of attacks can be more
time-efficient and memory-efficient than the existing ones.
• Password hashing algorithms:
– We have proposed two practical password hashing algorithms, Pleco and Plec-
tron. They are built upon well-studied cryptographic algorithms and combine
the advantages of symmetric-key and asymmetric-key primitives.
– We have given the security proofs for the one-wayness and collision resistance
of Pleco and Plectron.
– We have designed both password hashing algorithms to be sequential memory-
hard, in order to thwart large-scale parallel password searching using dedicated
hardware, such as GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs.
– We have also proposed several variants of Pleco and Plectron with better
security bounds or more efficient software implementations.
• Password-less or two-factor authentication:
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– We have proposed Loxin, a solution for the entity authentication of cloud sys-
tems and web applications, which enables users to access multiple services by
using pre-owned identities without creating or submitting any passwords.
– We have shown that Loxin is invulnerable to common attacks such as man-in-
the-middle and replay attacks. In particular, servers in the Loxin system do
not generate or possess the authentication credentials of users, so compromised
Loxin servers will not leak users’ credentials.
– Loxin is compatible with existing password-based authentication systems, and
thus it can serve as a two-factor authentication mechanism.
– We have given an analysis of other popular two-factor/password-less authen-
tication mechanisms used for cloud systems, as well as comparisons with our
design Loxin.
7.2 Future Research
This section discusses several ideas, which we have gotten during the process of finishing
the work in this thesis, for potential topics of our future research.
7.2.1 Authenticated Encryption Modes of Operation
Due to the adoption of GCM in a number of widely used protocols, e.g., TLS v1.2, IEEE
802.1AE and IPsec, it is important for researchers to find practical solutions to avoid the
issues of GCM in real-world applications. A competition is currently ongoing for collecting
the ideas and designs of new authenticated encryption algorithms [1], but it would still
take a long time before new designs are intensively analyzed and then ready for practical
applications. Therefore, repairing security issues of existing algorithms is still important
for the current cloud system designs and implementations that may stay for a long time.
We are curious and eager to discover simpler or more efficient methods than LGCM for
repairing GCM.
Besides block ciphers, stream ciphers are also important encryption algorithms widely
used in practical applications. Stream ciphers have been adopted in many real-time com-
munication systems, e.g., 4G LTE [90], due to the simple and efficient hardware imple-
mentations. The stream cipher ChaCha [21] has been implemented in the web servers and
software of Google as an efficient replacement for the block cipher AES [32]. However, to
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Figure 7.1: Multidimensional MITM attacks with look-up tables.
the best of our knowledge, there is not a widely-accepted authenticated encryption mode
of operation for stream ciphers. Stream ciphers are designed for protecting confidentiality
but not authenticity, so in practice stream ciphers are usually used with general-purpose
authentication algorithms such as HMAC, or block cipher modes of operation such as
Poly1305. An authenticated encryption mode specifically designed for stream ciphers may
have better efficiencies and security bounds.
7.2.2 Block Ciphers
For MD-MITM attacks with dimensions larger than two, there are portions of the attacks
that can be pre-computed. For example, the two ends of the middle portion for a 3D-MITM
attack are both guessed values. Thus we can build a look-up table for the intermediate
computations off-line without any knowledge about the plaintexts and ciphertexts, which
is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Especially, we can use any approach, not only limited to MITM
methods, to construct the look-up table in Figure 7.1.
We can also analyze other lightweight block ciphers as future work. We can consider
KATAN’s sibling block cipher family KTANTAN32/48/64 [33], which has the same round
functions as KATAN but a different key scheduling algorithm. KTANTAN has been analyzed
by many researchers [120, 29]. By refining our matching techniques, we may be able to
construct more efficient attacks on KTANTAN, similar as the ones on KATAN.
7.2.3 Password Hashing Algorithms
In order to fully utilize the memory-hardness property of ROMix, the internal hash function
Hn should be as fast as possible, since during a fixed time period the total amount of
memory that can be consumed is limited by the computational speed of Hn. The current
design of Hn is based on modular squaring of big integers, so it may not be fast enough for
certain devices with constrained CPU power. We have proposed several modified designs
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of Hn that have better software efficiency in Section 5.4.4. However, the security of these
potential solutions needs further investigations.
Another potential method to improve the computational speed of our password hashing
designs is refining the steps of ROMix. The current design of ROMix can be viewed as a
combination of two phases. The first phase fills the memory with the hash function outputs,
and the second phase randomly accesses the values in the memory. It is possible to merge
these two phases, by randomly accessing the previous outputs when filling new memory
locations. This method may save almost half of the overall computation time, but it needs
careful investigations and proofs of its memory-hard property.
It is encouraging to design password hashing algorithms by combining asymmetric-key
and symmetric-key primitives, since the combined algorithms can offer provable security
and potential server-specific computational shortcuts. We expect more password hashing
designs consisting of both asymmetric-key and symmetric-key components to appear.
7.2.4 Password-less Entity Authentication
As we have discussed in Section 6.1.3, there are alternative methods, such as a splitting-
step method for request approval, that are more user-friendly than manually comparing
hash tags, in order to bind separated communication channels and avoid potential attacks.
We would like to carefully analyze these new methods and extend the framework of Loxin
to include them for improving Loxin’s overall usability without compromising security.
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Appendix A
Partial-Matching Details for the
Attacks on KATAN48 and KATAN64
The detailed steps of the partial matching in the 2D-MITM attack on KATAN48, described
in Section 4.4.1, are given as follows. The notations follow the ones used in Section 4.3.1.
Rd. a b L1 L2
second backward phase
92 0 0 0000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000
91 1 1 0000000000000000011 00000000000000000000000000011
90 0 0 0000000000000001101 00000000000000000000000001100
89 0 0 0000000000000110110 00000000000000000000000110000
88 0 0 0000000000011011011 00000000000000000000011000001
87 0 0 0000000001101101101 00000000000000000001100000111
86 0 0 0000000110110110111 00000000000000000110000011110
85 0 0 0000011011011011111 00000000000000011000001111001
84 0 0 0001101101101111111 00000000000001100000111100111
83 0 0 0110110110111111111 00000000000110000011110011111
82 1 0 1011011011111111111 00000000011000001111001111111
81 0 1 1101101111111111111 00000001100000111100111111111
80 0 0 0110111111111111111 00000110000011110011111111111
79 0 0 1011111111111111111 00011000001111001111111111111
78 0 0 1111111111111111111 01100000111100111111111111111
77 0 0 1111111111111111111 10000011110011111111111111111
76 1 1 1111111111111111111 00001111001111111111111111111
119
75 0 0 1111111111111111111 00111100111111111111111111111
74 0 0 1111111111111111111 11110011111111111111111111111
73 0 0 1111111111111111111 11001111111111111111111111111
72 1 1 1111111111111111111 00111111111111111111111111111
second forward phase
71 0 0 0000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000
matching
2 bits 1111111111111111111 00111111111111111111111111111
The partial-matching steps for the 2D-MITM attack on KATAN64 stated in Section 4.4.2
are as follows.
Rd. a b L1 L2
first forward phase
39 0 0 0000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000
40 1 1 1110000000000000000000000 111000000000000000000000000000000000000
41 0 0 0001110000000000000000000 000111000000000000000000000000000000000
42 0 0 0000001110000000000000000 000000111000000000000000000000000000000
43 0 0 1100000001110000000000000 000000000111000000000000000000000000000
44 0 0 0011100000001110000000000 111000000000111000000000000000000000000
45 0 0 1110011100000001110000000 110111000000000111000000000000000000000
46 0 1 1111110011100000001110000 101110111000000000111000000000000000000
first backward phase
58 1 1 0000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000
57 1 1 0000000000000000000000111 000000000000000000000000000000000000111
56 1 1 0000000000000000000111111 000000000000000000000000000000000111111
55 1 1 0000000000000000111111111 000000000000000000000000000000111111111
54 1 1 0000000000000111111111111 000000000000000000000000000111111111111
53 1 1 0000000000111111111111111 000000000000000000000000111111111111111
52 1 1 0000000111111111111111111 000000000000000000000111111111111111111
51 1 1 0000111111111111111111111 000000000000000000111111111111111111111
50 1 1 0111111111111111111111111 000000000000000111111111111111111111111
49 1 1 1111111111111111111111111 000000000000111111111111111111111111111
48 1 1 1111111111111111111111111 000000000111111111111111111111111111111
47 1 1 1111111111111111111111111 000000111111111111111111111111111111111
matching
2 bits 1111111111111111111111111 101110111111111111111111111111111111111
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Appendix B
Test Vectors for Pleco and Plectron
For testing and reference, we give the following input parameters and their corresponding
hashing output of Plectron, using the Mersenne number 22137−1 as the modulus. Please
note that the hexadecimal numbers for the entries salt, pass and tag represent byte strings,
e.g., 546865 means an ASCII string The. Long strings are written in multiple lines.
salt 4c880aa553669c3869f62b389c2c3499
pass 54686520717569636b2062726f776e20
666f78206a756d7073206f7665722074
6865206c617a7920646f67
tcost 2
mcost 1024
hsize 256
tag 7969ad4aae09ba48e61cc5e348f1de39
c15475d69eee42cffe8770a88f2f3e93
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Appendix C
Names of the Proposed Password
Hashing Algorithms
Pleco or Plecostomus is the name for a kind of catfish that is very popular among aquar-
ists, as Pleco fish help keeping water clean. The word Plecostomus means folded mouth.
Plectron refers to a small piece of metal or plastic that is used to plunk musical instruments.
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